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Tiivistelmä 

 Henkilöautojen käyttöliittymä laajenee ja monipuolistuu. Tämän ratin ja polkimien lisäksi vähemmän välttämättömien 
kontrollien, kuten kommunikaatiovälineiden, radion ja navigaattorin muodostaman kokonaisuuden uusien ominaisuuksien ja 
laitteiden määrä kasvaa jatkuvasti, vaikka ihmisen kyky oppia ja turvallisesti hyödyntää niitä jokapäiväisessä ajossa ei kehity 
samaa tahtia. Osittain tästä johtuen auton käyttöliittymän perusrakenne on muuttumassa. Koska kojetaulun tila on rajallinen, 
nämä ominaisuudet mahdutetaan usein keskitettyihin käyttöjärjestelmiin, joita operoidaan yleisimmin kosketusnäytöltä tai 
pyöriteltävillä ja monipuolisesti liikuteltavilla ohjausnupeilla. Nämä grafiikkaan ja valikoihin perustuvat käyttöjärjestelmät 
saattavat kuitenkin häiritä kuljettajan keskittymistä turvalliseen ajotapaan ja ympäröivään liikenteeseen. Yhdistettynä 
jatkuvasti kasvavaan autoilijoiden määrään liikenteessä, ongelma on valmis. Miten varmistaa, että kognitiivisilta kyvyiltään 
erilaiset ihmiset voivat täysipainoisesti käyttää monipuolistuvia käyttöliittymiä ilman, että liikenneturvallisuus vaarantuu? 

Yksi mahdollisista vastauksista on personalisoitavat käyttöliittymät, joissa kukin käyttäjä muokkaa itselleen omiin 
tarpeisiinsa ja mieltymyksiinsä soveltuvan käyttöliittymän. Tämän kirjoitelman päätarkoitus on selvittää, kuinka avoimia 
ihmiset ovat vastaanottamaan tällaisia käyttöliittymiä niinkin tutussa ympäristössä kuin auton ohjaamossa. Tutkimus 
suoritettiin kyselylomakkeella ja vastaajina oli kolme erilaista ryhmää, opiskelijaryhmät Luulajan teknillisestä yliopistosta ja 
Oulun yliopistosta sekä ryhmä kemian alan tehtaiden työntekijöitä. Kyselylomakkeessa esitettiin kolme erilaista konseptia 
personalisoitaville auton käyttöliittymille, joiden avulla vastaajille havainnollistettiin mahdollisia kontrolleja ja uusia 
ominaisuuksia. Lomakkeen kysymykset laadittiin osaksi ja analyysi suoritettiin Technology Acceptance Model 3 –mallin (l. 
TAM3) pohjalta. 

Toinen päätarkoitus kirjoitelmalla on perustella, miksi personalisoitavat käyttöliittymät ovat pätevä kehityssuunta auton 
ohjaamossa. Teoriaosuudessa esitetään perspektiivejä suunnittelun trendeihin tarkastelemalla teollisen suunnittelun 
pääsuuntia viimeisen vuosisadan aikana ja tulevaisuuden ennusteissa. Niin teoriaosuudessa kuin kyselytutkimuksessa ja 
sen analyyseissäkin on keskitytty ihmisten kokemiin tunteisiin ja mielihyvään, sillä ne vaikuttavat suuresti uusien asioiden, 
tässä tapauksessa uuden teknologian, hyväksymiseen. Tähän liittyen on teoriaosuudessa myös tuotu esiin ekologisen 
kestävyyden näkökulma, sillä auton käyttöliittymän muokattavuudella on suuri potentiaalinen vaikutus käsitykseen auton 
arvosta ajan suhteen ja tätä kautta auton kestävyyteen ja autoilijoiden ostokäyttäytymiseen. 

Tutkimuksen päätulos on, että tutkimusryhmien henkilöt suhtautuvat ajatukseen personalisoitavasta auton käyttöliittymästä 
varovaisen myönteisesti. Asteikolla yhdestä kuuteen, jossa keskiarvo on näin ollen 3,5, halukkuus omaksua 
personalisoitava auton käyttöliittymä sai keskiarvon 4,12. Suurta eroa vastauksissa ryhmien välillä ei havaittu, eikä 
esimerkiksi vastaajien sukupuolella, iällä tai ajokokemuksella ollut merkittävää yhteyttä tulokseen. 

Toinen pääkysymyksistä yritti selvittää, mitkä tuoteominaisuudet tai vaikuttimet olivat tärkeimpiä personalisoitavien 
käyttöjärjestelmien hyväksymisen kannalta. ’Kiintymyksestä tuotteeseen’ tehtiin oma vaikuttimensa TAM3 –malliin, jotta 
mahdolliset emotionaaliset vaikuttimet voitaisiin selvittää. Yllättävästi tuloksista havaittiin, että se oli kaikki vastaukset 
huomioiden vaikuttimista selkeästi tärkein. ’Kiintymys tuotteeseen’ oli lähes kaksi kertaa tärkeämpi kuin seuraavaksi 
tärkeimmät vaikuttimet, ’vaikutelma käytön helppoudesta’ ja ’subjektiivinen normi’. Tulos osoitti, että tunnepohjaiset ja 
kiintymykseen kannustavat tekijät vaikuttavat suuresti mielikuvaan auton käyttöliittymästä ja sen lähestyttävyydestä. Siinä, 
mitkä vaikuttimet olivat tärkeimpiä halukkuudelle omaksua personalisoitava käyttöliittymä, oli suuria eroja eri ryhmien välillä. 

Koska noin 88% kyselyyn vastanneista oli 30-vuotiaita tai alle, voi tuloksia parhaiten yleistää nuoriin aikuisiin. Koska on 
jokseenkin odotettavaa, että muualla maailmassa vastaukset voisivat poiketa nyt saaduista, on turvallisinta yleistää 
tutkimuksen tuloksia lähinnä taloudellisesti suhteellisen hyvin menestyviin nuoriin aikuisiin, joilla on jo kokemusta autolla 
ajamisesta. 
 

AVAINSANAT: personalisointi, käyttöliittymä, vastaanotto, käyttäjäkeskeinen suunnittelu, liikenneturvallisuus, kestävä 
kehitys, Technology Acceptance Model. 
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KEY DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Acceptance – The favourable approval from people of, or willingness to adopt, 

something. In our context this something is a set of new technologies and the 

possibilities and operation it enables. 

Affordance – Perceivable possibilities for action provided by an object. 

Automobile user interface – The human-machine interface inside a passenger car that 

is used to control the car and its secondary functions and receive information from the 

driving and traffic conditions. The secondary functions of a car cover items such as 

telecommunications, navigation, entertainment and safety features. In the paper, the 

term ‘car HMI’ will be used most often to refer to automobile user interface. 

Cognitive load – The amount of stress on working memory, or the mental activity, 

required in trying to accomplish a task. 

Design – In the paper, especially in the context of passenger cars and the interface, the 

term ‘design’ is mostly used to refer to industrial design, which refers to the use of 

applied art and science in the improvement of a product’s ergonomics, functionality, 

usability, and aesthetics. 

HMI – Human-Machine Interface. The term ‘user interface’, or simply ‘interface’, can 

often be used synonymously. 

ISO – International Organization for Standardization 

MCS – Multifunctional control system, which, in the context of passenger cars, refers 

to a centralised operating system that is used to control various... This kind of system 

often uses one or more displays and adaptive controls, such as audio control, touch 

screens or turn knobs and buttons, to facilitate the operation. Most usual examples of 

multifunctional control systems are Audi’s MMI, BMW’s iDrive, Ford’s MyFord Touch, 

Mercedes Benz’s COMAND, Peugeot’s touch screen interface and Toyota’s Toyota 

Touch systems. 

Nomadic devices – Portable information, entertainment, or communication devices, or 

instruments, such as mobile phones, navigators and music players. 

Personalisation – Although many definitions can be found from the literature, in the 

paper personalisation is defined as a process that changes the functionality, interface, 

information content, or distinctiveness of a system to increase its personal relevance 

to an individual (Blom 2000). 

TAM – Technology Acceptance Model  
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1 Introduction 

 

The driver interface in a car has remained remarkably similar to the day first modern 

cars were being built. The instruments for controlling the engine, brakes and direction 

of the front wheels are, in essence, the same as they were in the beginning of the 20th 

century. This is probably a good thing, as the standard control scheme ensures that 

drivers of any age can readily understand how to operate the car – how to use it so as 

to travel from point A to B. But the modern driver hardly settles for doing only that! 

Contrary to the unchanged primary controls of a car, however, in the 21st century the 

car cockpit has seen a marked increase in the amount of in-vehicle devices and 

systems. A telling example of a modern car interface is the 2012 BMW 3-series, shown 

in the figure 1. It sports, to name a few of the features, a large display situated above 

the centre stack, controls for the music player and climate control directly below the 

air vents, as well as integrated controls for cruise control, music and mobile phone in 

the steering wheel. The most notable addition, however, is the controller knob for the 

multifunctional control system, coined the BMW iDrive, next to the gear lever. It works 

in conjunction with the aforementioned large display. 

 

 

Figure 1: 2012 BMW 3 Series driver's interface (BMW.fi 2012). 
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By in-vehicle technologies one refers to, in general terms, features, devices, 

instruments and controls that are designed to aid the driver to better perform either 

the task of driving or some secondary task, such as selecting appropriate music from 

the player or navigating to a location. As will be explained in the next chapter, this 

increase has not only positive consequences in better user experiences but can also 

have negative ones as well, namely safety hazards. And in the context of 

transportation, they are considered anathema. 

To keep drivers happy and safe, I propose in this thesis that personalisation of the car 

interface could be one of the keys to designing cars that provide users with more 

functions but with less mental effort. That, in turn, should result in better user 

satisfaction as well as road safety. 

 

 

1.1 Aim of the study 

 

The fundamental reason for this study is to find out how willing people are to accept 

cars where they could alter the interface to better suit their needs and desires. Do 

people want more in-vehicle functions or are they already troubled by too many? Do 

they feel personalisation would enhance the attachment to the car? 

Secondly, in this study I propose and argue that personalisation could be a key to 

designing car interfaces in the future. Personalisation potentially allows an increase of 

in-vehicle functionality while decreasing the amount of information and visual clutter 

presented to the driver at a given time.  

The third goal of the study is to generate and test an additional determinant, product 

attachment, to the Technology Acceptance Model 3, the model of technology adoption 

used in this study. 

One important issue obstructing the development of any new technology, especially in 

the context of transportation with its inherent structural and dynamic challenges, is 

user acceptance. Thus, in these early stages of automobile human-machine interface 
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(HMI) personalisation research and studies, it is valuable to chart the need and 

acceptance of such unfamiliar technology.  

Surveying the acceptance is essential also from a practical viewpoint as equipping a 

new car model with such a revolutionary technological concept is risky, at the least, so 

car manufacturers will need to know if there is a solid demand for the technology. 

Here one finds, however, a dilemma similar to that of the chicken and the egg. If the 

potential users can’t acquaint themselves with the new technology, reliably extracting 

their views and opinions of it will be extremely difficult. To address this complication, I 

devised three written concepts portraying imaginary personalisable car interfaces, 

each with different levels of personalisation, and used them to give the respondents 

some ideas of what the new technology could bring into the car cockpit. In attempt to 

cover the extremely diverse potential user groups of the said technology, three 

different groups were surveyed. 

Additionally, I wanted to investigate what aspects and factors in the personalisable 

interface contribute to the intention of adopting it and if they are connected to the 

driver’s attributes, such as driving experience, age or gender. A natural extension to 

that was to find out how practical and emotional matters weigh in. That is to say that I 

attempted to find out which elements are the strongest preconditions to the intention 

to use personalisable interfaces: practical issues, such as usability and resale value, or 

emotional factors such as product attachment, self-expression, feeling of being in 

control and visual appearance. Also, different degrees, or amounts, of personalisation 

were explored and surveyed. Thus, the first three research questions are: 

 

    Research question 1: 

How open are the different case test groups towards the idea of adopting a 

personalisable car interface? 

    Research question 2: 

Does age, experience in driving or gender affect the acceptance of personalisable car 

interface? 
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    Research question 3: 

Which determinants are the strongest in predicting the intention to use a personalisable 

car interface? In other words, which attributes of the personalisable car interface are 

the most important preconditions to the intention to use it? 

 

It could be said that personalisation of a car interface is, to some extent, analogous to 

personalising the interface in smartphones. I hypothesised that exposure to the idea of 

personalisation in information technology, especially regarding mobiles phones, would 

enable people to understand and accept it more readily in a car environment. Thus my 

supervisor and I decided to investigate if there is a correlation between the preference 

of and aptitude for personalising smartphones and openness towards personalisable 

car interfaces. The fourth research question is therefore: 

 

    Research question 4: 

Is there a correlation between the preference of and aptitude for personalising 

smartphones or computers and openness towards personalisable car interfaces? 

 

The secondary objective of this paper is to introduce necessary and meaningful ways 

to look at the contemporary product design movements and how personalisation is a 

natural extension to these. I hope the paper can encourage informed discussion on the 

fundamental values and qualities of personalisation in high technology products. 

To find meaningful and interesting angles of approach for the issue of acceptance and, 

subsequently, to generate questions for the survey, I decided to broaden the coverage 

by presenting two main viewpoints in the text. One is the influence of emotions not 

only in acceptance and user-product relationship, but also in exploring the connection 

between one’s home and car. In other words, can the car become an extension of 

one’s personal space, which ‘home’ already represents, and how personalisability 

could enhance the convergence? The other perspective is sustainability in design.  
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Sustainability in product design is kept as an underlying stance throughout the study. 

Although not directly related to the acceptability of a new technology, it is inherently 

connected to the global megatrend of concern for environmental protection (Oliver 

Wyman 2007, 9; Manzini 1994). Therefore it could be seen as a strong influence on the 

perceived advantages in a new technology. For automobile manufacturers 

sustainability relates to both perceived value of the products and company image. 

I will discuss how the two aspects relate to the personalisable car interface – and 

moreover, how they relate to future cultural scenarios, or in another words, utopias. 

 

 

1.2 Background 

 

The car designers - or the related stakeholders - could continue creating more and 

more features and gadgets for the demanding drivers, but it is reasonable to expect 

that saturation will be reached at some point in the future. That is to say that there is a 

limited amount of space to position the displays and controls without 

overcomplicating and cluttering the cockpit. More importantly, the driver can only 

process a finite amount of information from the outside environment and the various 

displays in the cockpit in a given situation. While the driver is already being strained by 

the primary task, driving safely, secondary tasks will further sap the cognitive, 

perceptual and physical resources (Sethumadhavan 2011, ITU News 2010). Seemingly, 

the progress in the modern car cockpit is not recognising the limits of human 

performance capabilities. The figure 2 illustrates the dramatic increase in the amount 

and type of driver information. 
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Figure 2: Increase in driver information (OPTIVe 2009, 11). 

 

Along with the driver information, the amount of external controls to manage the 

secondary tasks will also tend to increase. In the limited space of a car cockpit it can 

lead to smaller buttons that are difficult to operate when driving and, in general, visual 

clutter. As a response to this, some car manufacturers, including Audi, BMW, Jaguar, 

Lexus and Mercedes Benz, have employed multifunctional control systems (OPTIVe 

2009, 5-6). One example is the BMW’s iDrive (shown in figure 1), which is menu-based 

and operated with a knob. It has been heavily criticised for being overly complex (CNET 

News 2007), although, reportedly, later versions have been improved (Top Gear 2011, 

CNET Reviews 2010). Ford’s and Fisker’s recent touch-screen-based attempts at 

multifunctional control systems have been deemed less than satisfactory 

(ConsumerReports.org 2010, 2011 and 2012). Yet, there is also at least one positive 

example, as expressed by the Comfort Innovation of the Year award granted to 

Peugeot for their touch-screen-based modular control system in 2012 (Automotive 

Interiors Expo 2012), although awards are, generally, inadequate of sympathising with 

actual use (Norman 2001). 

If the multifunctional control systems can’t be designed to be safe and easy-to-use 

while driving, what is the next step? Should the designers start removing some of the 

technologies, decreasing the amount of information, functions, options and, 

ultimately, distractions presented to the driver? Or perhaps stop inventing new ones 

and conclude that everything is ready and well now? That is hardly a possibility. 

Interesting new secondary control schemes are being investigated (a review of those 
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can be found in Mankila 2012, 24-27), but they could only cure a part of the problem 

and are still far in the horizon. 

To find a seed for one possible future direction for the car cockpit, a novel approach to 

broaden the space for interface design, I will take a detour and examine what has 

happened in the field of mobile phones. 

 

 

1.2.1 What happened to the mobile phone? 

 

The ordinary mobile with a set of buttons for numbers and all the necessary functions 

used to have a small display. In part propelled by the advancing telecommunication 

networks, the functionality of the mobile increased. The limited size of the display 

became restricting, if not inadequate, and hindered the use of the new functions. In 

essence, too much functionality was being crammed into smaller form factors (Olwal 

et al. 2011, 3393).  

The answer to the problems appeared to have come in the form of a so called 

smartphone. Although one of the precursors, the Nokia Communicator was introduced 

already in 1998 and many similar products followed during the following years, the 

first successful representative of a modern smartphone didn’t arrive until almost a 

decade later. Namely, the iPhone (shown in figure 3), launched in 2007, introduced a 

distinct shift in high end mobile phone market. Part of the extensive success of the 

iPhone can be explained by the large touch screen display that allowed a flexible, easy-

to-use interface and efficient means for browsing the internet. (Time.com 2007, 

Network World 2010)  
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Figure 3: Apple iPhone (Time.com 2007). 

 

To further enhance the personal usability and relevance of the smartphones, the 

interface can be personalised to a large extent by the user in all of the key mobile 

operating systems in 2012, namely iOS, Android and Windows Phone. This leads to a 

conclusion that personalisation or customisation of the mobile interface is regarded as 

necessary by the mobile phone and operating system designers. Should the same 

happen with car interfaces? 

 

 

1.3 Definition of personalisation in the context of car 

interface 

 

Approaching the issue of personalisation in the context of a car cockpit is anything but 

straightforward. During early screening of literature only one previous study on 

personalisable driver environment was found, by Tractinsky et al. (2011). It studied the 

responses to appearance and readability of the instrument cluster, the display usually 

situated behind the wheel. In our study, however, the aim was to investigate the user 

interface as a whole, where the instrument cluster is only a small part of it. According 

to Fan and Poole (2006, 180), the lack of a body of research on personalisation in 

general has to do with the diversity in understanding and ways of defining the issue. 

They also quote numerous definitions of personalisation used in different disciplines. 
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From the over twenty distinct definitions, I found three, from the fields of computer 

science,  architecture/environmental psychology and information science, that could 

be merged together to create a useful definition to be used in our context. Yet, a more 

concise one is achieved by adopting that of Blom’s (2000): 

 

Personalization is defined here as a process that changes the functionality, interface, 

information content, or distinctiveness of a system to increase its personal relevance to 

an individual. 

 

Focusing on what personalisation could mean in a car cockpit in practical terms, the 

adjustability of the physical dimensions of the seat and steering wheel to alter the 

driving position is already a norm. In comparison, the driver’s capabilities to customise 

the controls for secondary functions seem limited. Presets for radio stations and colour 

changes in the instrument panel provide perhaps the only means of personalising the 

user interface in a state-of-the-practice car interface.  

The technology already seen and routinely used in a modern mobile phone, namely 

the touch screen, high resolution displays and audio commands, affords a wealth of 

new ground for interface design and complies accurately with the requirements of 

personalisability and manufacturers’ interest in providing centralised, multifunctional 

control systems. For example, the practical issues of repositioning and configuring the 

displays can be solved by using electronic LCD and OLED touch screen displays. Also, 

knobs and buttons, ubiquitous in modern cars, could be customised to control any 

required attribute by changing the function and label electronically.  

To illustrate the possibilities for personalisation in the near future or even today’s 

technology, the figure 4 presents a modern car interior superposed with some of the 

potential locations for configurable displays. Each of the display locations shown in the 

figure are currently being utilised by car manufacturers in production models and 

touch screens have been widely used in the centre stack to control navigators, music 

players and even multifunctional control systems (Shutko & Tijerina 2011, 15).  It 

should be kept in mind, however, that the personalisable car interface discussed in this 
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study isn’t restricted to state-of-the-practice interior designs. Throughout the study 

process, especially when composing the questionnaire, the specifics of the interface 

design were kept unclear in an attempt to avoid measuring the responses to a certain 

concepts and design decisions, and rather concentrate on the idea of personalisation. 

 

 

Figure 4: 2012 Volvo V60 cockpit with potential locations for displays. 

 

The degree of personalisation is an important variable in the interface design. Thus, 

the three concepts outlined for the questionnaire each display distinctly different 

levels of personalisation. The concepts will be further explained and discussed in the 

chapter 3. 

 

 

1.4 Research approach 

 

In this chapter I will briefly explain the frameworks and tools that were used in 

conducting the study. Further report on these will be provided in the chapter 

(method). 
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The main framework used for studying the user acceptance of personalisable car 

interfaces is the Technology Acceptance Model 3 proposed in full by Venkatesh and 

Bala (2008). The TAM3 is an expansion of the original TAM model introduced by Davis 

(1986, 1989) and Davis et al. (1989). Basically, they constitute a framework where the 

intention to use a new information technology is affected by the perceived usefulness 

as well as perceived ease of use of the technology. The model can be used to predict 

user acceptance in new information technology (Venkatesh & Davis 2000, 186-187). 

Of all forms of the technology acceptance models I chose the broadest, the latest one 

so as to benefit from the inclusion of the determinants of ease of use, which include 

some emotional factors, namely enjoyment as well as anxiety and playfulness 

pertaining to computers in general. The framework was slightly extended with the 

inclusion of a set of additional self-devised questions which comprised the ‘product 

attachment’ construct, to better cover the emotional aspects. This extension will be 

further explained in the subchapters 2.6.1 and 3.4. 

The survey method for the study was a simple paper-based questionnaire. The 

questions were partly self-devised and partly adapted from the studies validating the 

Technology Acceptance Models (Venkatesh & Davies 2000, 201; Venkatesh & Bala 

2008, appendix A). 

Three different groups were surveyed for the study. One group was technology 

students partaking a course at Luleå university of technology in Sweden, one was 

similarly aged group of technology students attending a course on machine usability 

and safety from Oulu university in Finland and one was comprised of the workers and 

officials at two chemical plants in Finland. The four surveys were planned to have been 

conducted on the same week, but practical reasons prevented this. Eventually, all the 

questionnaires were filled within four months time. 

In the next subchapter I will present a free-form description of how the study 

progressed from the initial plannings to the execution of the survey. 
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1.4.1 Presentation of study process 

 

The process of choosing the subject and planning of the study was surprisingly difficult. 

During the initial weeks my acting supervisor, Carl Jörgen Normark, and I considered 

multiple alternative subjects pertaining to the personalisable automobile HMI for the 

thesis. The need for a study on the user acceptance came about when discussing the 

aims of Normark’s doctoral studies under the Swedish EFESOS project. 

From there on the process followed quite naturally, from start to finish, the figure 5 

presented by Hair Jr. et al. (2007). 

 

 

Figure 5: The basic research process (Hair Jr. et al., 2007). 

 

The basic framework for technology acceptance was chosen quite early on. The 

Technology Acceptance Model, along with its extensions have been widely used and 

the results reliably documented (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, 276-276). Other extensions 

to the TAM were considered, for example the effects of affect and anxiety on 
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perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use (Saade & Kira 2006), but discarded due 

to time constraints and uncertainties in connecting them to the framework in use. 

Considerable difficulties were faced when establishing the boundaries of the study. 

Only having one previous study on the subject of personalisable automobile HMI for 

use as an example, namely Tractinsky et al. (2011), finding a balanced approach that is 

abstract enough to be generalisable in scientific use yet practical and detailed enough 

to be understandable and accessible by the respondents proved difficult. Another 

challenging question, derived from the aforementioned one, was the matter of the 

definition of automobile HMI. Specifically, should primary controls, such as the 

steering wheel, pedals and gear lever, be included? Or should only a part of the 

instrumentation, for example the instrumentation panel behind the steering wheel, be 

considered a part of the interface?  These also introduced me to the question as to 

how far into the future I should be looking at – a question that was deliberately left 

unanswered. 

All of the questions, I thought, were best answered by developing three separate 

design concepts for a personalisable car interface.  These outlines and the reasons for 

creating them will be explained in more detail in the chapter 3. 

Literature review was embarked on immediately by selecting three books (Norman 

2001, 2004, Jordan 2000) that would serve as the groundwork for the constructs used 

in the study. They also offered a necessary insight to the expanding field of emotional 

factors in product design. During the following weeks numerous web searches were 

conducted and the article indexes of six of the most relevant design journals were 

browsed in order to find out the latest developments in the field. 

Fortunately, this free roaming in the design literature resulted in some unexpected 

findings. Partly due to my own personal interests, I focused on several articles that 

pertained to the emotional issues in a user-product relationship and product 

attachment. Consequently, I decided to adopt it as an underlying viewpoint for this 

study. This expansion also allowed for the inclusion of the subject of sustainability in 

product design, which can be considered a concept derivative of user-product 

relationships. 
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The later stages of the study process are explained in the chapter 3, which describes 

the methods used in the study. 
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2 Theory 

 

2.1 Overview of contemporary design movements 

 

In his paper, The Limits of Empathy, Holt (2011, 152) describes the contemporary 

design practice as being centred, both in terms of research and development, round 

the user’s own experience. This is usually referred to as user-centred design, although 

various analogous terms are widely used. In this practice the process begins with the 

designer identifying with the person or persons who are to interact with the product. 

Not only that, the designer seeks to absorb and be absorbed by the user’s situation, 

understanding of self and all his relevant knowledge. The designer, therefore, aims to 

connect with the user on an emotional level. 

Holt argues that this design approach holds a captivating social utopian flair. The 

design stops being a top-down event and product dictated by the designers, and rather 

becomes a democratic process, collaboration between the people and the designers. 

(Holt 2011, 152) 

This user-centred methodology and approach should be viewed in relation to 

traditions of the Modernist Movement where the technology itself was regarded as 

the propelling force of social improvement (Holt 2011, 152; Krippendorff 2006). Holt 

observes that mentions of ‘a real person’ are rare in Modernist literature: the opinion 

of ‘the real person’ is not asked. Further, Holt (2011) found that in Le Corbusier’s 

Toward an Architecture (2008) originally published in 1923, pertaining to modern 

housing, only the industry, mass-production and the ‘programme’ were discussed. The 

people adopting those quarters as homes, their personal spaces, were not considered 

important for the design. I see this partly as a result of the designers setting 

themselves, the design and technology above the user, which inherently results in a 

situation where the user is considered as the final building block – plainly, the user is 

required to conform to the design. 
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Holt presents that empathy-based design, which I believe he uses as an umbrella term 

for human- and user-centred as well as participatory, experiential and collaborative 

design, is the latest embodiment of the utopian element found in design, aiming at a 

profound collaboration and understanding between the user and the designer (2011, 

153). This optimism is shared by Krippendorf (2006) whose book The Semantic Turn 

also views the user as a necessary partner in a product’s design. As a side note, I see 

that one of the direct effects of this trend today is the increase in content generated 

by users and third parties, commonly realised in open source software and 

applications in computers and smartphones.  

Holt describes that we have seen a slight movement towards open design, where the 

user or the user’s community has assumed the role of the designer (2011, 158). 

However marginal this movement currently is, I believe it is an important shift on a 

social level, or in other words, a shift in how people view their role in a product’s 

functionality and design. Naturally, this is an important viewpoint in regards to a car 

with a personalisable interface. 

Holt concludes by stating that the design world is converging towards a general belief 

or philosophy that, in essence, thins down the vision of the designer and emphasises 

that of the user. The designer should empathise with the stakeholders and try to 

design the products and concepts from the user’s perspective. Effectively, the designer 

becomes an actor, playing the parts of the future users. Holt hopes that this would 

result in ‘tactical design’, an approach that would seek to remedy the current state of 

commerce, where the users are ultimately passive, and which would be driven by 

empathy. With this comes the admission that the user knows better than the designer. 

(2011, 161-162)  

One important step towards an empathic design process is the attempt to understand 

the potential users better, to know what they want. Jordan (2000) observes that users 

today are more demanding than before. As technology has progressed, so has the idea 

of the products being there to be used, and the notion is that the technology can also 

be designed to be usable. Usability in products is something to be expected, par for the 

course. But what else is there to be designed? 
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Borrowing from Tiger, an anthropologist (Jordan 2000, 1-19; Tiger 1992, 52-60), Jordan 

emphasises the need to understand the person using the product through a more 

complete, holistic approach. The designers need to find all the necessary, but also 

further, perhaps previously ignored needs to satisfy. 

Jordan describes a pleasure-based approach, which, in practice, involves a framework 

where the different types of pleasure experienced by people are separated into four 

different categories, the physio-, socio-, psycho-, and ideo-pleasures. In essence, this 

should help in structuring thought in the design process, especially in regards to 

product benefits and properties. (2011)  

But is it a moving target that the designers are asked to hit? When discussing high 

technology products, people’s tastes are diverging. Mooij notes that the divergence of 

tastes is a consequence of people becoming better educated and wealthier. With this 

heightened affluence people begin to regard their civilisational identity as increasingly 

important. (2011, 6) Buyers of modern cars, indeed, belong to this demographic, which 

suggests that car manufacturers are going to have to address increasingly different 

preferences and tastes. 

The pleasure-based approach bears resemblance to the empathy-based one, as 

described by Holt (2011), perhaps differing in the degree of user participation by 

default. The aforementioned four pleasures and their implications to personalisable 

automobile user interfaces will be further explained in the subchapter 2.5. 

A further, equally interesting suggestion is that the designers should not only 

concentrate on the explicit, but also the unarticulated, unknown as well as unfulfilled 

needs and wishes of the users. Pinning down these aspirations and hopes and utilising 

them in future-oriented design is an important focus in the development of next-next 

generation product, claims Evans. (2011, 236) For example, it could be argued that the 

extremely fast adoption of smartphones (ITU 2011, Flurry 2012) and the positive 

usability results from personalising the smartphone HMI (Tossell et al. 2012) point to a 

strong, previously unarticulated need for additional functionality and personalisation 

in a mobile phone. 
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To approach the modern principles of design from an alternative, almost opposing 

angle, yet equally relevant to personalisation in cars, I’m going to draw upon 

Redström’s paper, Towards User Design? On the shift from object to user as the subject 

of design (2005). He proposes that on the road towards designing user experiences 

there lies a risk of over-engineering products to be such that they restricts the 

interaction between it and the user. Potentially, the design doesn’t conform to the 

user, but rather the user is required to conform to the design. We will take a brief look 

back into the development of modern design and see how design moved its focus from 

the object to the user. 

Redström reminds us how the Modernist movement in the early 20th century, the 

Bauhaus in particular, changed the attitudes towards the form, especially superfluous 

decoration, of objects (2005, 124). The form became a vehicle to serve the function of 

the object. The famous quote by Louis Sullivan (1896), ‘form ever follows function’ that 

would become a theme for Modernism in architecture, held the same idea. Efficiency 

in operating an object was seen as the priority, an idea that is still present in the field 

of contemporary usability design. 

Up to this point the design of a product only involved the end product. I presume that 

for basic tools it was sufficient. Perhaps brought by the diversifying and ever expanding 

ranges of products and even the need for manufacturers to differentiate their 

products from competitors’, the issue of communicating the functions of the product 

to the user emerged in the late 20th century (Redström 2005, 125). The product and its 

functions have to be clearly understood by the user for the design to be considered a 

success. The problem is, however, as Norman (2000) describes, that the designer’s 

only means of communicating the idea behind the object is the actual object itself, or 

rather the visible part of it. At this point the design was seen as the unity of and 

interplay between the user and the object (Redström 2005, 126).  

Now we are quickly approaching the ideas of empathic design, described earlier in this 

chapter. The latest step towards the user is the design of the actual user experience. 

Designs failing the test of actual use are seen as being born out of insufficient 

knowledge of the user. It is thought that the understanding of the user needs to be 
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further deepened and, in a manner of speaking, the fit between the product and the 

user tightened. (Redström 2005, 124-126) 

Redström sees an element of danger in this stand and poses a question of what it is 

that the designers are designing, the user experience or the user itself. As illustrated in 

the figure 6, creating a tight fit between the object and the user could lead to:  

 

... a situation where we are trying to optimise fit on the basis of predictions 

rather than knowledge... (Redström 2005, 124) 

 

 

Figure 6: Discrepancy between predicted and real users. 

 

Here it is interesting to note that, in fact, the ISO standard 9241-11 mentions that: 

 

Any component of the context of use (user, equipment, task or environment) 

may be manipulated in order to change the usability of a product. [...] In 

addition the fit between the user and the rest of the context of use may be 

improved through means such as selection and training. The task may be 

designed appropriately. (ISO 9241-11, 1998)  
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The quote conveys the idea that if one can’t change the task in hand or the system (i.e. 

equipment and environment), then, effectively, the user should be altered. 

Redström (2005) further argues that, in general, fitting two things together means 

fitting one thing at the expense of the other. In design, the tighter the fit between the 

object and the user is desired, the more detailed the knowledge and understanding of 

the user is needed. He proposes principal reasons why the designers cannot fully rely 

on this understanding, for example: 

 

... we therefore risk trapping people in a situation where the use of our designs 

has been over-determined and where there is not enough space left to act and 

improvise. (Redström 2005, 129) 

 

Jones expressed similar concerns already in 1988 (221) in a forceful comment: 

 

But there is a hidden cost, a severe one, which has only recently become 

evident. It is that of inflexibility, over-specialization, the realization that this 

‘plastic world’ of homogenized, cost-reduced products is increasingly 

unalterable, un-repairable, and imposes upon us (from its stabilization of the 

larger scale of functions) a life, an obligatory way of using what is made, that is 

felt as coercive, not satisfying, with decreasing outlets for individuality. The 

lesson is obvious, though how to apply it is not: do not stabilize functions. 

 

In addition to the use of and behaviour with a product, Redström also questions the 

thought that the designers should control the process of the human becoming a user 

of their product, although he concedes that it is often done to make learning the 

intended use as efficient as possible (2005, 130-131). Personally, it feels as though he 

sees the process of acquiring and learning a new product, a new object in one’s life, as 

being distinctly individual, personal and something that the user should be entitled to 

execute as he pleases. 
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To sum up what we have learnt in this chapter, we now know the direction product 

design is, at least currently, heading towards. We understand that the positive, 

optimistic viewpoint of taking the design process closer to the people and even giving 

them opportunities to partake is strong and a valid one (Holt 2011, McGinley & Dong 

2011).  

Equally optimistic is Seymour (2008) who presents another twist in the discussion of 

the role of the designer and, in stark contrast to Holt, emphasises that it is not the 

burden of the people to know the future, but the designers’. He casts a strong image 

of the designers actually being futurists, who have the ability look to the future and say 

what there should be, effectively mending products and, in general, things of today 

that haven’t been serving too well. Steve Jobs, the former chief executive officer of 

Apple, also declared that “it’s not the consumer’s job to know what they want” (NY 

Times 2011).  

Both sides offer convincing arguments. With the power and vision of the designers 

coupled with the wisdom and insight of the people using the products, the future 

seems to rest upon solid shoulders. 

A shadow is cast upon that image, however, and it is the fear of a generation of 

products that we are not to decide how to use (Redström 2005). In the next 

subchapter we will see further arguments for this view and how and why 

personalisation could be at least one possible way of tackling this problem. 

 

 

2.2 Challenges with ‘rigid’ designs 

 

Critiquing the empathy-based design approach, Redström mentions a problem intrinsic 

to the methodology. Even if the designers were to work directly with the people who 

will be using the products they’re designing, the opinions and experiences gathered 

would still remain abstract. This is because until the product has been fully designed, 
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manufactured and used in a realistic scenario, the users can only make predictions as 

to how they would feel and act in those scenarios. (2005, 130-131) 

A principal problem for complex new technologies is the fact that often they have no 

clear product categories or existing examples which the people in the user tests could 

draw experiences from. Thus the technologies can easily generate alternative 

interpretations regarding the meaningfulness and use of the product (Redström 2005, 

131), which can ultimately reduce the usefulness of the tests. From Redström’s 

observations it seems clear that there are restrictions to how much the designers can 

and should rely on user tests.  

There are also dynamic challenges that can distort the reliability of user tests. These 

difficulties also suggest that design should be less based on tightening the fit between 

the product and the surveyed model of the users and, instead, emphasise the need for 

flexibility and adaptability. As many of the problems mentioned in this and the 

previous subchapter, relating to contemporary design, these issues will also contribute 

to the need for personalisability in future products. 

When considering an individual, a person using a product, the level of experience with 

the product will determine the use and behaviour when using it. It means that as the 

user’s skill level changes, the product is used differently along its life. (Redström 2005, 

131) An example could be a television set, where the designer has emphasised the 

ease of adoption and use. In an unfortunate case the user quickly learns to take 

advantage of its functions, but as he becomes accustomed to and more confident with 

it, she may wish for functions that would help and satisfy her in her everyday life but 

have been left out in order to make the television simple enough. The product has 

been designed to fit the person when she was a novice and is now unsatisfying. 

Additionally, especially regarding high technology with long expected lifetimes, such as 

cars, the person using the product may develop and change her personal taste in any 

conceivable element in the product. Attributes such as materials, visuals and sounds 

are often cemented during the design process, and they will have to bear the scrutiny 

of the users throughout the product’s lifetime. (Redström 2005, 131) Moreover, the 

users are often encouraged to evolve their opinions and tastes by all forms of fashions.  
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But perhaps one of the most important variables in this discussion is the user’s needs, 

or specifically, user’s necessities, which can change during the lifetime of a product. In 

the context of transportation, for example, cars can have different categories of use, 

and they will indeed dictate some prominent design choices. Utility vehicles, for 

instance, are built for certain functions and often differ from passenger cars in 

qualities such as the dimensions, engine, equipment, interior layout, ground clearance 

and protection. Many of these qualities are fixed, so little personal modifications to 

the vehicle’s functions can be carried out. So, when the user’s necessities change, she 

must also change to another vehicle. Passenger cars, however, have less restricting 

elements and can thus serve a variety of purposes. 

In addition to serving multiple purposes, a passenger car often has to serve more than 

one user within a single ownership. In a family, for example, potentially all the 

members can be using the same car, each at a time. Moreover, the set of users usually 

changes completely when the car is sold to another owner. Of all the product groups 

of common high technology, cars and their user interfaces appear to be extremely 

favourable spaces for personalisation.  

Physical customisation, in the form of seat and wheel adjustments for example, has 

been vitally important in accommodating people of different sizes, but very little has 

been done to enable personalisation of the cognitive ergonomics in the car cockpit. 

But what are the factual, concrete reasons for providing personalisation in a car user 

interface? What are the other reasons, or are there any? First, let’s define what we 

mean by usability and, more broadly, the cognitive ergonomics in the car HMI.  

 

 

2.3 What usability is and how it connects to ergonomics 

 

According to the official Finnish standards, ergonomics is the branch of science 

working to understand the interplay between human and systems. It also applies 

theory, principles, information and methods in design to improve human well-being 
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and optimise the performance of a system. The term ‘usability’ is also tautly connected 

to ergonomics, since good usability can be seen as the result of good ergonomic 

design. (SFS 2011, 2) It should be noted, for clarity, that the terms ‘ergonomics’ and 

‘human factors’ are largely interchangeable (IEA 2012). 

In software design, and therefore partly in the context of mobile phone and 

multifunctional control systems (MCS) in cars, the term ‘cognitive usability’ is used to 

refer to the cognitive experience and ease of interaction with the system. (SFS 2011, 2) 

Thus, inherently it largely ignores the physical attributes of a system. Let’s take a closer 

look at what this cognition is. 

The Collins English dictionary primarily defines ‘cognition’ as “the mental act or 

process by which knowledge is acquired, including perception, intuition, and 

reasoning” (Collins Dictionary 2012). In other words, cognitive usability is concerned 

with the user’s ease and efficiency of observing, learning, navigating and operating a 

system. In a car, designing a well-suited, fitting interface, basically a collection of in-

vehicle systems, requires good understanding of human capabilities and how people 

using the product really function (Normark 2009, 8). 

Further, Nielsen (1993) described perhaps one of the most widely used sets of criteria 

(Väyrynen et al. 2002) for software usability. Again, note that physical attributes are 

overlooked. The cognitive attributes of usability are: 

 

a. learnability 

b. efficiency 

c. memorability 

d. errors 

e. satisfaction 

 

The first four are, in a way, objective measurements whereas the last one, satisfaction, 

can be seen as subjective, that is, being based on perceptions, opinions and emotions. 

In light of recent developments in the field of human resources (Holt 2011, 152), I feel 

it is important to elaborate on the meaning and role of satisfaction in product design. 
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The potential influence of satisfaction, or pleasure, in product design and the extent to 

which usability should be seen as the backbone in ergonomics is briefly discussed in 

the following subchapter. 

Apart from software, products and systems generally always employ physical qualities 

and attributes as well as an interface, which are, in turn, assessed in terms of physical 

ergonomics. There clearly is a dichotomy of practices and principles. Should the two 

dimensions be thought of as separate from one another? 

It could be said that in the case of personal computers and their operating systems, 

human-machine interaction has largely been independent from physical ergonomics. 

The QWERTY-keyboard and mouse have been the de facto means of communication 

with the operating systems and, thus, personal computers for the last decades. One 

gets the impression that once the graphic user interfaces and the physical controls 

were deployed, the two domains had little influence over the design of the other. 

However, it seems that with the current advent of smartphones, tablet computers and, 

in the professional field in particular, specialised computer-based systems, the two 

fields are converging. 

Väyrynen et al. (2002, 6) emphasise the importance of viewing physical usability of a 

system in the same context as the purely cognitive-oriented software usability. This is 

because: 

 

... the importance of a balanced combination of physical and cognitive features 

of products will remain or even increase. The changes within technology appear 

to support this conclusion, because (1) software UIs are more and more 

embedded in traditional products, such as machines and daily service systems 

and (2) mobile ICT is getting relatively more popular compared to stationary PC-

style workstations. 
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They found that this overall usability, where both physical and cognitive ergonomics 

are considered, can be characterised in terms of following key product attributes: 

 

a. easy to learn to use 

b. effective and efficient when used for tasks 

c. easy-to-memorise usage procedures 

d. easy to avoid errors 

e. good physical features of user interfaces 

f. physically and mechanically compatible with human anthropometric 

and biomechanical characteristics (e.g. industrial design, mechanical 

dimensions, mass, centre of gravity) 

g. easy to avoid health and safety risks 

h. easy to implement in the context of use and 

i. able to provide a feeling of high subjective preference (e.g. 

acceptable appearance and services, pleasant use experience) 

 (Väyrynen et al. 2002, 2, 6; Väyrynen et al. 2006, 12) 

 

The ISO 9241 collection of standards includes basic knowledge of and an abundance of 

principles and guidelines for system design along with its different fields, to ensure this 

lack of friction. The part number 110 of the package, called the “dialogue principles”, 

also includes guidelines on what constitutes a successful ergonomic design regarding 

individualisation of a system (Jokela 2011, 2,7). Here, the definition of individualisation 

agrees with that of personalisation. Unfortunately, I had no access to the said 

document so I cannot elaborate on the subject. 

So, in essence, ergonomics aim at lessening the friction between the human and the 

work she’s doing (SFS 2011, 2). Where, then, do emotions and subjective feelings fit in 

this definition? Are emotions a part of ergonomics? 
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2.3.1 Disconnect between pleasurability and usability 

 

Remember the Nielsen’s set of cognitive attributes for software usability (1993) 

presented in the previous subchapter, and especially the last of the five, satisfaction. If 

we look at the official ISO definition of usability and how satisfaction affects it, we see 

a rather factual and partly objective definition of satisfaction. The ISO 9241-11 (1998) 

defines satisfaction in usability as “freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes 

towards the use of the product”. It also states that while satisfaction is intended to 

reflect the person’s subjective feelings towards the object or system, satisfaction can 

also be inferred solely from objective measurements, such as number of positive or 

negative comments about the product, frequency of use and absences. (ISO 9241-11 

1998, 6, 15). This definition is markedly different from the original wording found in 

the document’s official draft, which Jordan criticised for only addressing the level of 

comfort relating to the use of the product and its ability to help the user achieve the 

intended goals (Jordan 2000, 7). 

Not content that the definition of usability in human factors literature in general is 

wide enough to encompass the emotional responses and experiences that people are 

having with products, Jordan emphasises that “products are not merely tools: they can 

be seen as living objects with which people have relationships” (2000, 7). They can 

affect their owner in ways that go far beyond the standard definition of usability. 

Jordan states that: 

 

Products are objects that can make people happy or angry, proud or ashamed, 

secure or anxious. (Jordan 2000, 7) 

 

These limitations of usability-based design approaches imply that human factors have, 

at least in the past, addressed the human in a blatantly insufficient way. Jordan goes as 

far as to argue that this old basis for human factors and ergonomics is, in effect, 

dehumanising. (2000, 7) 
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Speaking for a holistic view of the human in product design, Jordan reminds us how 

people, when gotten used to something, begin to search for something more. In that 

vein, he proposes a hierarchy of customer needs that he feels communicates how 

people and the manufacturers view human factors in product design. The basic need 

that a product should fill is, of course, functionality. If the product functions the way it 

is supposed to, good usability is what we want next. Finally, when the product 

functions well and is easy to use, we still want more: the product should be a source of 

pleasure. (Jordan 2000, 5-6) 

 

 Pleasure      ↑ 

 Usability      ↑ 

 Functionality      ↑ 

   (Jordan 2000, 6) 

 

The importance of pleasurability would be easy to play down since all the more basic, 

factual needs are generally thought to hold priority. However, pleasure can also give 

support to the functionality and usability, as Norman notes that a happy, relaxed 

person is more creative and is willing to accept small flaws in the product (2004). Also, 

considering the competitive markets in technology, we have a situation where 

substantial portion of common technology products, be they professional tools or 

entertainment devices, have already been improved to a high level (Overbeeke & 

Hekkert 1999, 5). It is therefore advantageous for the manufacturers to find ways to 

assure potential buyers as well as current owners that their product is different from 

and, moreover, better than the others. 

Satisfaction, or pleasure, is where manufacturers can expand the design space for their 

products. In fact, Jordan proposes that human factors and ergonomics should move 

beyond usability and broaden their scope of the human to a more holistic, complete 

level. This can be achieved by utilising pleasure-based approaches in product design. 

(2000, 1-10, 205) Norman also emphasises the value of this emotional level in 

products. He even states that emotion can be more important for the success of a 

product than practicality (2004). 
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It seems evident that, in regard to human factors and ergonomics, usability is not the 

be all and end all of a product’s design anymore. Jordan and Norman seem to be 

proposing that, regarding product design, understanding people’s emotional responses 

and pleasure should be seen and utilised as a new approach to human factors (Jordan 

2000, Norman 2004). 

 

 

2.4 Factual needs for personalisation in car HMI 

 

In this chapter we will leave the perspective of emotions aside and concentrate on the 

factual, ‘hard’ reasons for employing the benefits of personalisation in an automobile 

HMI. As expected, they revolve round safety. 

The first and foremost concern in personal transportation is, undoubtedly, safety. 

Travelling by car should be made as safe as possible. According to safety research, the 

overall situation in transportation safety has been improving for the last 50 years (Lee 

2008 as cited in Normark 2009, 1). 

However, a modern car is far more than simply a mode of transport: they have 

become an essential part of many cultures (Featherstone 2004). In recent years, a 

wealth of improvements has been made in the car in regard to comfort and safety 

(Tretten 2011, 3). This evolution has also had some unwanted results, as the driver’s 

attention is being competed over. 

As shown earlier in the figure 2, the number of in-vehicle systems has been rising 

considerably since the 1980’s (OPTIVe 2009, 11; Tsimhoni & Green 2001, 1586; Tretten 

2011, 3). These systems often use gauges, displays and tell-tales (Tretten 2011, 3) to 

inform the driver of the conditions of the engine, car or outside environment. In 

addition to this, what could be described as essential information, entertainment has 

also played a big part in the driving activities (Tretten, 3). In today’s car there can be 

over a hundred different information sources (Gartman 2004). The constant increase 

of the number of these in-vehicle systems and information sources accompanied to 
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the fact that this increase will indeed continue in the future (Richardson & Green 2000) 

portray a picture of tomorrow where the driver is expected to absorb excessive 

amounts of information and be able to distinguish the key items, which, of course, 

differ according to the driving conditions. The car’s interface is seemingly becoming, in 

some ways, a disadvantage. 

Up front, Nielsen (2005) declares his straightforward opinion on automobile HMI: 

“thousands of deaths per year are related to drivers being distracted by overly 

complex design. Conversely, good automotive design can save lives.” Why has the 

number of information sources grown this high? Has there been insufficient 

moderation and self-restraint among the car designers? Is it, perhaps, a case of loading 

the camel with too many straws?  

While many of the added in-vehicle technologies and systems are designed to increase 

the driver’s comfort, there is a possibility of creating an environment where the driver 

is not only less comfortable but where safety is also risked due to too much driver 

information (Lee 2008 as cited in Tretten 2011, 3). When the driver is trying to 

concentrate on the traffic, her ability to follow the additional systems is hindered and 

vice versa (Tretten 2011, 4).  

It might seem self-evident, but it is worthy of mention that, generally, the more time 

the driver can spend on observing the traffic round her, the safer the driving is. Indeed, 

eyes-off-the-road-time is a central factor in automotive safety (Green 2007 as cited in 

Tretten 2011, 100). The drivers also acknowledge this issue. In 2002 a J.D. Power 

report observed that consumers want technology that allows them to keep their eyes 

on the road when driving, for example, wireless hands-free mobile phones and 

controls placed on the steering wheel (Canadian Driver 2002). 

To further drive the point of inattention’s effects on safety, in 2009, as stated by 

NHTSA, 5474 people were killed on U.S. roadways in motor vehicle crashes that 

involved distracted driving. This constituted sixteen percent of all fatal crashes during 

the year. (NHTSA 2010, 1) 

Returning to the issue of complexity in car interfaces, another difficulty is the increase 

in the driver’s use of nomadic devices when driving (NDF 2009, 13). Nomadic devices 
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are, in general, portable communication or entertainment devices, such as navigators, 

mobile phones and music players. While the use of portable navigation devices is 

reported to have mostly favourable effects on safety and the driver’s cognitive load, 

the safety is still strongly dependent of the usability of the device’s interface (NDF 

2009, 31, 45). As for other types of nomadic devices, using hand-held music players 

and sending text messages with a phone when driving are found to be notable safety 

liabilities (Chisholm et al. 2007, 704-705; BRSI 2009, 15-16, 37). 

To counter the usability problem with nomadic devices, researchers have proposed 

that the devices’ interfaces be integrated into the car’s (OPTIVe 2009, 17-19; 

Sonnenberg 2010). One notable paradigm shift in nomadic devices in the car, however, 

is the mobile phone and its extended range of functions. Mobile phones can usually do 

all the tasks that previously were done using separate devices. For this reason, 

Sonnenberg proposed an approach to transferring the operations within the phone to 

the central interface of the car. Essentially, all of the basic functions of the mobile 

phones as well as its downloadable applications are integrated into the car’s interface. 

(Sonnenberg 2010) To the same effect, the mobile phone manufacturer Nokia has 

worked on building a consortium between leading technology companies and 

generating a standard for linking the interfaces of the phone and the car, called 

MirrorLink. (Nokia Developer 2011, CCC 2012, PCMag 2011). 

This trend is already bringing personalisation and flexibility to the car interface. The 

attempted route to integrate personal mobile phones to the car potentially offers 

people a way to accommodate to the idea of personalising the car interface. Seymour 

notes that this is an important step towards an actual change in user’s perception of a 

new idea or product. He states: 

 

I found out as a professional designer that it didn’t really matter how good a 

design was, if you didn’t prepare the receiver – the person receiving the idea – it 

would bounce off. (Seymour 2012) 
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It would, therefore, seem that one potential solution has emerged to the troubles 

brought by the de facto necessity of telecommunications in the car as well as the 

preference for the so called infotainment via mobile phones. However, difficulties 

don’t end there regarding the growing complexity of car HMI. Next, I will present some 

of the dynamic challenges presented by global megatrends, which are commonly 

defined as massive social, economic, environmental, political and technological 

changes that form slowly. 

The study by consulting company Oliver Wyman, “Car Innovation 2015”, proposes 

various global megatrends that will impact car innovation. Trends most related to the 

subject of personalisation are: 

 

- Individualisation of demand 

- Aging, more active population, and stagnating population growth 

- Increased demand for safety 

- Increasing technological complexity 

- Demand for connectivity, simplicity 

- Emergence of megacities 

- Extension of environmental protection 

(Oliver Wyman 2007, 7-9) 

 

Individualisation of demand is inherently addressed by the personalisable car HMI. In 

the study it is, however, not explained if this refers to demands of concrete, factual 

nature or resources for self-expression. I will present arguments in the next chapter 

that, indeed, there is a need for the latter. 

Also, as described in this chapter, demand of safety is and will continue to be an 

underlying priority in car design. Increasing technological complexity refers to the 

market’s request for more technological functionality and features. These needs are 

joined with the demand for connectivity and simplicity. (Oliver Wyman 2007, 9) 

Observe how the preference for more easily understandable and simplified car 

interface contrasts to practical implications of the other demands in this paragraph.  
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To sum up some of the future needs, or wants, for usability in the car HMI, it would 

seem that people want more and more powerful capabilities with fewer and more 

intuitive controls and affordances. The inherent problem with adding functionality in 

any sort of system is that while it will be useful for a portion of all the future users of 

the system, for the rest it will be potentially superfluous, irrelevant or even hindering. 

Conversely, removing external controls or system functions to construct a simpler 

interface can impair the user experience for some. It is essential to understand how 

these complications are, by nature, absent from a personalisable HMI. 

Aging population that is still eager to travel and engage in hobbies is one of the 

projected trends and will have an effect on the requirements of car design (Oliver 

Wyman 2007, 7; SFS 2011, 3). Oliver Wyman’s study suggests that this “means 

equipping cars with design and handling features that the target group will find useful, 

exciting and desirable – without sacrificing the model’s overall statement”. (2007, 7) 

To what extent this proposition is realistic in relation to an ordinary car HMI that is not 

personalisable is open to discussion. In general, automobile designers need to rely on 

an agreed level of driver’s cognitive and sensory abilities. However, for older people 

these will vary and processing speed will be lower (Meyer 2009). 

Väyrynen et al. (2006, 2, 31) propose that, essentially, to address usability and 

gerontechnology, designing or tailoring the user interface specially for older people is 

enough. The technology itself, therefore, does not have to be designed, customised or 

selected for the purpose. Considered in the environment of a car interface, the 

manufacturer can utilise the same underlying technology irrespective of the target 

user group and make the necessary changes to the interface. Furthermore, 

personalisable HMI provides an answer in the customary case where multiple users 

wish to use the same car or if the car is bought second-hand. 

One interesting characteristic regarding new in-vehicle technology and older drivers is 

that despite the lowered capabilities to absorb new systems and information, it is the 

older people who are likely to first encounter the new technology in their cars. This is 

because innovations are traditionally introduced to the premium segment cars, which 

are often bought by wealthier and usually older people. (Meyer 2009) This goes to 
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emphasise the importance of creating an interface that is suited to older people and 

which enables and simplifies the adoption of features and functions new to the users. 

Oliver Wyman’s study proposes that in 2015, ca. 40% of the world population will 

occupy cities with over one million people. One sixth of the world population, in turn, 

will populate cities with over five million residents. Using cars in environments like this 

differs dramatically from driving in more rural landscapes. For example, in the city, the 

speeds used will be lower and the typical time spent in the car will be three hours a 

day. The study suggests that a car for city use should offer “easy switching between 

relaxation and driving positions” and “passenger entertainment and information 

systems”. They also state that the growing number of city dwellers will have a high 

impact on the requirements for infotainment and connectivity. (Oliver Wyman 2007, 7, 

9)  

One emerging trend that is being driven mainly to city driving applications is active 

safety systems that employ an array of previously unused technologies such as camera 

systems, radar and electric power steering to minimise the risk of a crash (SAE 2010, 

Volvo A 2012). For example, various car manufacturers have fitted cars, even some of 

the lower end models, with emergency brake systems that work in city driving speeds 

as standard on some markets (Volvo B 2012, Volkswagen 2012).  

In the future it is anticipated, however, that safety systems will make use of car-to-car 

communication, satellite positioning and weather systems as well as information on 

congestion and road conditions (Automotive Design and Production 2008), which will 

put pressure on the usability and design of the HMI. Although designed partly to 

increase the overall driver comfort on open roads, the European concept of “road 

trains”, called SARTRE (Sartre 2012), will impose further challenges for the HMI. 

In summary, people demand more functionality and safety. Yet, the intrinsic dynamic 

challenges of driving a vehicle - be it in the ever increasing traffic or countryside - aging 

population and call for simplicity indicate in the direction of less controls and visual 

information. When developing new safety and infotainment systems for the car HMI it 

can be difficult for designers to know where ‘enough’ turns into ‘too much’. Norman 

refers to this as ‘creeping featurism’, which is particularly troublesome in systems 
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where everything should be visible at a glance (2001, 172). Moray reminds the 

designers: 

 

Even as completely new and advanced systems appear, the principles of 

information display sampling and acquisition will remain a key to the design of 

good transportation systems, be it training the operator, designing the vehicle, 

or configuring the environment in which transportation takes place. (Moray 

1990, 1212 as cited in Normark 2009, 2) 

 

Furthermore, Norman explains the basic paradox of technology. Previously unseen 

technology products that create a new category or niche are often complex due to 

immature interface design and lack of user experience. Improved, preferable designs 

are adopted more eagerly, which channels the future design direction. Here, the 

comfortable and easy-to-use technology products face a challenge, when 

manufacturers begin to add features and functionality so as to improve the product. 

This often leads to increasing complexity and the experience becomes unpleasant and 

confusing. (Norman 2001, 29) 

In order for the future car HMI to remain at the top of the usability plateau and not 

succumb to ‘creeping featurism’, I will propose that personalisation, as defined by 

Blom (2000), can be an essential tool for car interface design. If the driver can indeed 

alter the functionality, information content and appearance of the car interface, she 

has the ability to form an interface that she can use with relative ease, confidence, and 

efficiency – that is to say, optimal cognitive load. 

In this image it is recognised that the people, or drivers, are active members of the 

HMI design team. They are given some amount of restrictions and a smorgasbord of 

choices. Perhaps this informed and controlled pliancy of interface design can be heard 

alluded to in Hackos’ and Redish’s argument for user-centred design in systems: 

 

It is from work in cognitive psychology over the last several decades that we 

have come to appreciate that we cannot just impose designs on users. People 
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are active parts of the system, and because they are much less predictable and 

less well understood than the computers and other technological parts of the 

system, they require even greater study and understanding. (Hackos and Redish 

1998, 15 as cited in Redström 2005) 

 

 

2.5 Pleasure-based needs for personalisation in car HMI 

 

This chapter will explore the emotional needs of a person in a car and emotional 

relationships between the person and car. While the needs presented in this chapter 

are no less factual than those in the above chapter, the emotional issues are linked to 

safety, usability and current trends in automobile HMI to a much lesser degree. The 

importance of product qualities that encourage long-lasting and emotionally satisfying 

person-product relationships will be investigated briefly. 

Emotion in design became a significant movement and a new field of design research 

in the end of the 20th century and the next decade. Marking this change, the First 

International Conference on Design and Emotion was held and the Design and Emotion 

Society was founded in 1999. (Savaş 2008, 163; Ho & Siu 2012, 9) The people seem to 

recognise the need, as they increasingly spend money on products and services that 

help improve their emotional well-being. (Crossley  2003, 35) But what is the function 

of the emotion in design? 

The objective of the design and emotion domain is, principally, to improve the quality 

of life of users by way of creating emotionally moving experiences and relationships 

between the person and product (Demir 2008, 147). In terms of the market, 

consumers will be less focused on the product functions and, instead, more interested 

in the experiences and emotions conveyed by the products (Jensen 1999 as cited in Ho 

& Siu 2012, 13). But perhaps more importantly, some researchers see emotional 

design in a product as a channel for the user to express self, the identity and 

personality (Ho & Siu 2012, 10). 
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Schmitt proposes that emotions are key to communicating with the consumers (1999 

as cited in Ho & Siu, 13). If interpreted to refer to the communication of design intents 

and values, the issue is made increasingly relevant by strong consumer following of car 

(Forbes 2011, Autotrader 2012) and certain high-technology brands, such as Apple 

(CNET News 2012).  

It would be quite cursory to overview emotion in product design without exploring the 

process of a person creating an emotional bond to a product. It is, after all, where the 

personalisable car HMI can and should differ from an ordinary one. Demir (2008) 

explains how researchers have arrived at a concept of product attachment, an 

emotional user-product relationship. Rather than being a single moment in a product’s 

ownership, the emotional relationship is something that builds upon a deep and 

sustained meaning. The product has the power to evoke meaningful moments, 

thoughts, and mostly positive experiences in the course of the relationship, which, in 

time, constitutes an emotional appreciation, a bond between the person and product. 

(Demir 2008, 139) Niinimäki and Koskinen agree that meaningful attachment is not 

something that is easy to build into a design, because the emotions rise from personal 

experiences, memories and history. Rather, experiences of positive emotions when 

using a product are satisfying and constitute a positive product relationship. (2011, 

171-172) 

To investigate the development of an emotional product relationship, Demir suggests 

that it can be thought of consisting of the three following levels: 

 

Emotional relationship 

↑ 

Emotional experience 

↑ 

Affective/emotional responses 

 

(Demir 2008, 139-140) 
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The affective and emotional responses are ephemeral, passing instances that may 

accumulate into an experience. These emotional experiences can, in turn, generate 

deeper thoughts about the item and accumulate into a relationship. (Demir 2008, 139, 

140) More strictly, Pine and Gilmore proposed that products should provide 

memorable events to users so as to improve the product’s market share (1999 as cited 

in Ho & Siu 2012, 13). 

Thus, affective and emotional responses to products are emotional needs. It is, 

however, important to differentiate real customer needs from generated ones. 

Kurtgözü argues that consumer emotions can be financially calculated and 

manufactured rather than brought up by real individual and communal life. He also 

reminds that manufacturing superfluous “glitters” on products in hopes of eliciting 

consumer emotions is, in effect, commodification of human emotions and experiences. 

This reinforces the culture of consumption, where new trivial experiences are offered 

when the older ones lose their charm. This is far from the original objective of creating 

meaningful relationships.  According to Kurtgözü, it is open to question if these 

responses are enough to transform into emotional experiences. (Kurtgözü 2003 as 

cited in Demir 2008, 141-142) 

What are the meaningful experiences and needs of the people, then? As mentioned 

earlier, Jordan (2000) constructs a model of four pleasures. They are physio-pleasure, 

socio-pleasure, psycho-pleasure and ideo-pleasure. We will take brief looks into what 

they stand for, in general, and also what they mean in relation to product qualities in 

the car HMI. Note that the argument for personalisable car HMI as regards the four 

pleasures is the comprehension of the sheer amount of product qualities that a system 

can potentially hold and the relative rigidness of an ordinary HMI. 

Usually, human factors in design have only covered the physio-pleasures. They relate 

to the physical dimensions and attributes of a product, such as tactile, haptic, and 

olfactory qualities. In other words, this category has all the pleasures derived from all 

the human sensory organs. In a car environment they might include the materials used 

in the upholstery and dashboard as well as the smell. (Jordan 2000, 13) 

Socio-pleasures are related to relationships with other people. A car, for example, can 

bring friends together and encourage socialising. A quieter and more comfortable car 
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can increase the social experience. Also, the car can be a talking point or symbol of 

status among co-workers or association to a certain social group. A car HMI that can 

better enable communication between the driver and his friends, both those present 

and within reach by telecommunications, will feed into the driver’s socio-pleasures. 

(Jordan 2000, 13) 

Perhaps the most relevant section of the pleasures pertaining to car HMI is psycho-

pleasures, which refer to cognition, cognitive challenges and the enjoyment from 

fulfilling them. For example, an interface that is “transparent” and intuitive will be 

found pleasing. Relief of stress is one important psycho-pleasure, and will be attained 

in a car environment through controls and displays that provide just the correct 

amount of cognitive exercise and stress. Psycho-pleasures and physio-pleasures partly 

overlap, as colours, visuals and physical environments will produce or restrain psycho-

pleasures through conscious and unaware observations. (Jordan 2000, 14, 19) In this 

context, it is essential to notice that stimulation is also an important pleasure. A car 

HMI that doesn’t offer stimulus will be unpleasant if the traffic or driving conditions 

are also found dull and monotone. An optimal interface would be one that transforms 

the amount of stimulus according to the driving context. 

The last of the four categories is the ideo-pleasures, which are also firmly connected to 

personalisation. They handle the principles and values of the individual, for example, 

the tastes, moral values and personal ambitions. These ideas are partly forged by 

culture, partly by upbringing, education, and absorbed thoughts, which means that 

ideo-pleasures will vary greatly from person to person, even within the same living 

environment. To the manufacturers the ideo-pleasures will remain elusive, and it is, 

therefore, extremely difficult for them to use the pleasures as a part of the design. 

Furthermore, “universal truths” and values are trailing away in societies, which will 

diminish the dichotomy to right and wrong. This will eventually mean that predicting 

people’s tastes and values will be increasingly difficult. (Jordan 2000, 14-19, 57) To be 

precise, taste is defined here as a preference that comes from the person’s value-

based ability to distinguish between products and to find pleasure in them. (Kälviäinen 

2002) 
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The capability to individualise a product serves the ideo-pleasures. Personalisation as a 

design movement sidesteps this fragmentation of the market and turns it into an 

inherent advantage. As a quick example of ideo-pleasures in a car, it is easy to imagine 

that while some drivers would choose an aggressive, masculine sport interface layout, 

some would prefer to know all the relevant information regarding trip duration, fuel 

consumption and traffic conditions. Both parties would justifiably be correct as to their 

personal needs. 

However, there might be some that draw upon totally different aesthetics, 

emphasising domains such as visual arts, fashion, music, tradition, history or travel. If 

cars, in the abstract, have previously been merely a necessary means of transport to 

them, then certainly the possibility of integrating interesting associations to the 

functionality, visuals or audio properties of the car interface will enhance the 

experience. If the references seem vague, it might be due to lack of precedent. During 

the composition of the questionnaire and the three different concepts for the 

personalisable car HMI, I drafted and came across several ideas for incorporating some 

of these previously unused fields of interest, although a few of them would require 

state-of-the-art or experimental technology. Some of the ideas are presented in the 

questionnaire, in appendix A. Everything considered, I would argue that bringing new 

fields and aesthetics into a car environment is a question of imagination and 

marketing. 

The point Jordan drives with the four pleasures is that old human factors approach was 

grossly inadequate. The pleasure-based approach, however, is a significant step in 

understanding modern consumers, who are becoming more and more sophisticated 

and demanding, in a holistic manner. (Jordan 2000) This approach also paves the way, I 

would argue, for a new design philosophy, where the designer and manufacturer 

would concede that to understand the people using their products better, they would 

need to assume less. This much was hinted at by Redström (2005). The user would not 

be considered and treated as the final building block in the design, but rather the 

designer doing the last few adjustments. 

Going back to the emotions and pleasures, Hassenzahl proposed the adoption of the 

term ‘hedonic quality’ in design. It refers to non-task-oriented quality aspects such as 
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novelty and innovativeness. (2001) In essence, this establishes the pleasurable 

qualities that don’t relate to the functionality of the product. For instance, the exhaust 

sound a car gives out can be seen as a non-task-oriented quality, as the potentially 

distracting sound level conveyed to the cockpit is largely independent from it. Inside 

the cockpit, another good example would be the interior trim materials. Often more 

expensive materials such as wood, aluminium or carbon fibre are used, even though 

they do not change the functionality of the interface. Notwithstanding, hefty 

premiums are being paid for these unnecessary niceties because they fulfil some of the 

four pleasures described by Jordan (2000). 

To further break down product design to its qualities, I am quoting Norman’s book The 

Emotional Design (2004). He describes three levels of processing, or thought: 

 

Reflective level 

↑ 

Behavioural level 

↑ 

Visceral level 

 

The visceral level is where the most basic processes occur, such as reactions to stimuli 

and fixed, automatic routines. Processing at the behavioural level deals with one’s 

behaviour and routine operations. Driving a car and changing gear is a good example 

of behavioural processing. Reflective processing, on the other hand, is required when 

thinking and planning deliberately, or generally doing something for the first time. 

Learning new concepts and, for example, planning a trip to a new place calls for 

reflective thinking. (Norman 2004) 

Consequently, product design can draw upon all of the three levels of processing. A 

product that looks incredibly good will influence the viewers visceral processing. It 

concerns mainly the visual domain. (Norman 2004) While this visceral design is useful 

by virtue of creating affective responses and that will hopefully constitute an 

emotional experience (cf. Demir 2008), there lies a risk of the quality being graded or 
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labelled as glitter (cf. Kurtgözü 2003 as cited in Demir 2008, 141-142) or kitsch. Note, 

however, how the visual appeal can be important in a social context (cf. socio-

pleasure, Jordan 2000), where the admiration of others can be thought to be fulfilling 

the reflective level. 

Behavioural design, in turn, consists of the usability, physical pleasurability and 

functionality in a product (cf. physio- and psycho-pleasures, Jordan 2000). Thus, it 

occupies the largest portion of a product’s attributes. 

Reflective design communicates a long-term relationship between the person and 

product, the pride and joy of owning the product and the profound, hedonic pleasure 

that comes from using the product. In terms of Jordan’s (2000) four pleasures, 

reflective design encompasses large shares of the socio- and ideo-pleasures. 

Observe how Norman’s the three levels mirror the three stages of the creation of a 

person-product relationship described by Demir (2008) earlier in this chapter. Norman 

also suggests that the all the three levels of processing affect their adjacent levels 

(2004). For example, caring thoughts about an old and respected product affect the 

way the product will be used and handled. I would add that in these circumstances it 

would be natural if the perceived visual appealingness of the product also changed for 

the positive. In other words, the reflective processing can affect the visceral thoughts 

and reactions directly. 

The main reason for bringing up Demir’s, Jordan’s and Norman’s views on emotion and 

pleasurability in design is to emphasise the significance of product attributes that have 

no direct effect on the functionality. Contemporary capitalist market forces among 

wealthy continents are seemingly pushing design space towards addressing hedonic 

qualities. This portrays a marked change in design principles, where, for long, usability 

was underlined as the main objective. Indeed, the previous change, from admiration of 

decoration to veneration of functionality and ease of use, occurred almost a century 

ago, when modernist design and Bauhaus gathered strength. “Form ever follows 

function” was the meme carried on by Modernist design philosophy and discourse. 

(Redström 2005) Perhaps what is needed today is “emotionally meaningful 

decoration”. 
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In taking a closer look at emotional attachment, I would like to bring up an important 

element to human needs, self-expression. It has only briefly been mentioned in this 

text, but is evidently connected to personalisation of a product, and, thus, will be 

looked over in the next subchapter. In relation to Norman’s three levels of processing, 

self-expression can be seen occupying the reflective level (2000), where a person 

builds, bit by bit, his self-image. 

Lee et al. studied consumer responses to high-technology products and found that of 

the six high-technology product qualities, which are usefulness, ease of use, 

innovativeness of technology, visual appeal, prototypicality, and self-expression, only 

the last four had major influences on approach behaviour. (2011) In other words, self-

expression was deemed more important than the more factual qualities, usefulness 

and ease of use. As we will later see, these results are, in this regard, somewhat similar 

to the results from the survey conducted for this paper. The implications of these 

surprising outcomes, if they indeed predict an occurring trend, have largely yet to 

materialise. 

 

 

2.5.1 Emotional attachment and sustainability 

 

From the emotional viewpoint, personalisation of a product is, essentially, individual’s 

investment in the product. As a result of personalisation, the product will hold qualities 

that are personal to the user and become an expression of the user’s tastes and 

values. This personal and special meaning that goes beyond the inherent function of 

the product is where product attachment grows. (Mugge 2007) 

Mugge states that based on literature, four factors can be found to influence product 

attachment: self-expression, group affiliation, memories, and pleasure. Regarding 

product design, she sees that self-expression is where the designer has the largest 

influence (2007), although it could be argued that pleasure (cf. physio- and psycho-

pleasure, Jordan 2000) is the result of good functional and cognitive design. However, 

regarding emotional product attachment, self-expression seems key. 
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Investigating the decoration of people’s personal work spaces, Scheiberg (1990) found 

that when employees were asked to describe reasons for personalising the work area 

or feelings when denied the possibility to personalise it, nearly every time the subject 

of emotion arose. In addition to the obvious symbolism of status, personalised work 

space can bring a sense of belonging – one employee said that the work area made her 

or him feel at home. Conversely, for example, hanged posters of faraway locations 

helped transport the thoughts to another place, away from a stressful situation. 

Scheiberg found that personalisation was also a way to express the commitment to or 

sense of pride about the work. She concludes that a need for emotional expression is 

an ingrained part of human nature. (1990)  

Although a car can be a workplace in itself for people who need to travel using their 

own car, the work place analogy can be transferred into any environment a person 

uses for extensive periods of time. Ordinary car allows for limited possibilities for 

personalisation. Car manufacturers often offer options for individualising the car’s 

interior, for example with different decorative panels, seat materials and colour 

choices, when ordering a new car. The majority of drivers, however, buy their cars 

second-hand, which largely does away with this freedom. Also, Norman states that this 

sort of customisation is not really emotionally compelling in the first place. A product 

doesn’t become personal simply by checking boxes from a list of options: it needs a 

certain individualistic touch in order to become personal. (2004, 220) 

We will now take a look at some chosen literature on the concept of home and how it 

relates to self-expression and, perhaps more intriguingly, construction of self. 

According to McDonagh et al., people use objects and other material possessions to 

symbolise what they are and that they represent our personality, social status, 

affluence, but also emotions such as values and relationships with other people 

(McDonagh et al. 2002 as cited in Niinimäki 2009, 5; Norman 2005). Sarantola-Weiss 

argues that through furnishing, decoration and arrangement, a habitation becomes 

not only one’s own, but a part of the person’s identity (2003 as cited in Niinimäki 2009, 

5). 

I would say that in this regard it is unfortunate to observe individuals who are 

exceptionally enthusiastic about their car and seemingly use it as a construction block 
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for their self-image. It is not easy to ignore the prospect of car designers and 

manufacturers having a potentially significant power over some their customers, that 

is, their view of themselves. When a residence becomes a home, a personal safe space 

through personalisation, decoration and furnishings (Niinimäki 2009, 5), a modern car 

holds relatively scarce means for such personalisation. Modifications made by third 

parties have been used to give the car interior a personal look and functionality, but 

they can permanently affect the resale value of the car or become a misplaced 

investment if not transferrable to the next car. Tractinsky et al. argue that recent 

trends are likely to bring about a change in car HMI environment, as customer 

expectations are growing for personalised and aesthetic designs in the car HMI (2011).  

Niinimäki adds that home textiles are, such as curtains, blankets, tablecloths and 

pillows, are an important part of personalisation of home. They are powerful in 

capturing and evoking memories, especially those connected to family history. (2009) 

Detached from the domain of home textiles, this proposition might seem too abstract. 

To make the idea more tangible and to give an example, textile-related designs, 

textures, patterns, illustrations and motifs are relatively straightforward to apply in 

traditional HMIs. For example, observe the static and dynamic background wallpapers 

on PC and smartphone interfaces.  On the subject of visual personalisation in products, 

Mugge suggests that: 

 

It is the designer’s task to create a context in which a balance is found between 

creating opportunities and guaranteeing adequate product quality. (Mugge 

2007) 

 

Niinimäki states that modern technology has enabled the customers to take part in the 

design process of textiles, which she argues allows creativity, individuality and self-

construction for the customer, which, in turn, encourages meaningful, positive 

experiences and product attachment. This uniqueness, which is the physical expression 

of individuality, should be seen in the context of individuality in a postmodern society. 

(12, 18, 2009) In the car environment, the driver can take pride in his HMI being 

different from factory default option. This unique HMI can serve not only expressing 
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the driver’s tastes and values, but also building his self-image while working as a 

backdrop for future experiences behind the wheel. 

What is essentially needed in car HMI field are better and longer lasting product 

relationships. This is one part of the car manufacturers’ aim – to establish a loyal 

following. 

Schifferstein and Zwartkruis-Pelgrim (2008) posit that in affluent societies it is likely 

that the product attachment begins to wane soon after the purchase, and that only 

few products will sustain the attachment and remain cherished for a long time. They 

studied the effect of time, namely the length of ownership, on product attachment 

and the associated factors for durable household items, such as lamps, ornaments, and 

to a certain degree, cars and clocks. According to their study, product attachment is 

strongly connected to enjoyment and personal memories (cf. the four pleasures, 

Jordan 2005). Enjoyment was found to be highest for newly acquired items (< 1 year 

old) and to decrease evenly along with years, although for products older than 20 

years, it climbed up. The effect of memories was originally much lower and further 

decreased for items that had been owned for 1-3 years, but increased for products 

that had been in possession for longer than that. In summary, in time, product 

attachment first decreased but climbed slightly for products older than four years, kept 

improving and saw a marked increase for items older than 20 years. (Schifferstein & 

Zwartkruis-Pelgrim 2008, 4-7)  

Unfortunately for many cars, they are often sold forward before the accumulation of 

positive memories. This could mean they are exchanged when the product attachment 

is at a low. One respondent to my survey even wrote that he specifically didn’t want to 

become attached to a car. The challenge for the car manufacturers, it seems, is to 

create and sustain product attachment. This is achieved by design that maintains and 

preferably increases the enjoyment over time and facilitates generating positive 

memories. 

Another factor contributing to the need for product attachment is, perhaps 

surprisingly, sustainability, which is particularly important in a culture of heightened 

environmental awareness. If durable high-technology products are to be used and 

exploited to their respective fullest extent, good care and maintenance of the product 
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is essential so as to extend the lifetime of the product. Mugge et al. (2005) present 

that if a person has a strong relationship with his product, it can result in him taking 

more protective behaviour towards the product. However, in order for the person to 

experience the strong relationship, he has to feel that the product is irreplaceable. 

They suggest the designers can encourage the feeling of irreplaceability by inspiring 

the formation of memories relating to the product or by creating products that are 

unique and personal. 

Psychological obsolescence (Chapman 2005; Niinimäki & Koskinen 2011, 176) is 

another threat faced by cars, perhaps in a more severe manner than other high-

technology products. While the car with its powertrain and chassis as well as parts of 

the HMI will face practical, factual obsolescence in ten, twenty years or more, 

psychological obsolescence can occur much earlier. Psychological obsolescence is the 

feeling that the car is not new or exciting enough anymore, or that there are more 

interesting alternatives on the market.  

An example of practical obsolescence in the car HMI context could be a cassette player 

when CDs are the de facto standard. Today it could be incompatibility with nomadic 

music players or lack of upgradeability of the maps on the navigator. Even though the 

effects on the functionality of the car as a means of transport are relatively minor, 

usability issues, visual style, lack of functionality and incompatibility with 

contemporary external devices and future technologies can give the user the 

experience of the car simply being too old or old-fashioned. In this situation the 

product is not obsolete in practical terms, but can be deemed psychologically out of 

date. It is possible that this is, in part, the car manufacturer’s objective, namely, to 

encourage the owner to buy a new car sooner, preferably from the same manufacturer 

(van Nes & Cramer 2003, 101). Unfortunately, this runs counter to the objective of 

sustainability (Chapman 2005, van Nes & Cramer 2003, Mugge et al. 2005). 

Van Nes and Cramer (2003, 103) studied the factors that contribute to the decision to 

replace a product with another. As can be seen from the table 1, the most important 

product characteristic was wear and tear, which in practical terms is potentially small 

in a car that is under four to six years old, which is a usual length of car ownership in 

Great Britain and United States (RAC Foundation 2008, 13; Kelley Blue Book 2012). 
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Interestingly, the characteristics that played a smaller role but were often mentioned, 

such as comfort of use, design, quality and social value, can be thought of as qualities 

that an adaptive and personalisable car HMI has an effect over. 

 

Table 1: Final classification of product characteristics (van Nes & Cramer 2003, 103) 

Large role  Wear and tear 

Small role Safety 

Economy of use 

Upgradeability 

Emotional value 

Comfort of use 

Design 

Quality 

Social value 

 Little mentioned Often mentioned 

 

 

Further, van Nes and Cramer turned these characteristics into four general motives for 

replacing a product. These are the reasons why people choose to discard a present 

product and buy a new one that offers improvement in whatever area the old product 

failed to satisfy. They are wear and tear, improved utility, improved expression and 

new desires. (van Nes & Cramer 2003, 103-104) Evidently, relating to car HMI, a 

personalisable interface could potentially, if not by definition, satisfy all of the latter 

three motives. 

It seems, then, that on the other hand car manufacturers wish to sell more cars more 

often, but the effects on the environmental sustainability of such a trend would be 

undesirable. One solution would be for car manufacturers to sell fewer cars with 

greater prices, which is generally possible if the resale value of the cars were also 

higher. This, however, would require a strengthened resistance not only to practical 

obsolescence through durable design and construction of the car, but also to 

psychological obsolescence through relevant and regenerating HMI design. 

Therefore, in the pursuit of promoting longer, emotional, and fulfilling product 

relationships while adhering to environmental sustainability, I propose that one of the 
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potential solutions for personal transportation is a car HMI capable of transforming 

according to people’s personal needs, wishes and technological requirements both in 

the present and future. This would inherently require personalisation. 

Finally, in this context I think it is fitting to quote two lines from Donald Norman’s 

Emotional Design, from a chapter titled We Are All Designers (2004, 225, 227), where 

he firmly touches on product personalisation and attachment: 

 

We are all designers – and have to be. Professional designers can make things 

that are attractive and work well. They can create beautiful products that we fall 

in love with at first sight. They can create products that fulfill our needs, that are 

easy to understand, easy to use, and that work just the way we want them to. 

Pleasurable to behold, pleasurable to use. But they cannot make something 

personal, something we bond to. Nobody can do that for us: we must do it for 

ourselves. [...] 

When something gives pleasure, when it becomes a part of our lives, and when 

the way we interact with it helps define our place in society and in the world, 

then we have love. 

 

 

2.6 Technology Acceptance Model 

 

Technology acceptance model (TAM) is a theory that aims to model and understand 

the adoption and rejection of technology. The basic assumption is that a person’s 

decision to use, and, consequently, use of, a computer or similar item of technology 

will inherently be influenced by her intention to use it. This intention is determined by 

certain variables, such as attitudes and subjective norm. The model was created to 

identify the product characteristics that affect the acceptance of a technology and, 

accordingly, predict the level of acceptance based on the given determinants. (Davis et 

al. 1989) 
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TAM, originally proposed by Davis (1986, 1989) and Davis et al. (1989), was chosen as 

the basic theoretical groundwork and subsequently used for constructing the survey 

and analysing the results (Venkatesh & Bala 2000, 276). Specifically, I used the 

expanded form of TAM, the TAM3, which I will elaborate on next. In this chapter I will 

briefly present the model as well as validate the decision. 

The original TAM was proposed as a modified version of the theory of reasoned action, 

originally proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), with the intention of developing a 

theoretical model of the effect of system characteristics and qualities on user 

acceptance in the context of computer-based information systems. The original TAM 

can be seen in figure 7. (Davis 1986) 

 

 

Figure 7: Technology acceptance model (Davis 1986, 24). 

 

The determinants of the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, however, 

remained undefined. Venkatesh and Davis identified a set of general factors that 

affected the perceived usefulness (2000) and Venkatesh put forward a set of general 

factors influencing the perceived ease of use (2000). The resulting model was slightly 

revised, tested, and finalised in 2008 and is called TAM3. (Venkatesh & Bala 2008) 

The Technology Acceptance Model 3 builds an integrated model of how perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use affect behavioural intention and, subsequently, 

behaviour. It also presents all of the determinants affecting perceived usefulness and 
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perceived ease of use, as well as new relationships, namely, the influence of 

experience on the determinants. (Venkatesh & Bala 2000, 278) The complete model of 

TAM3 is seen in figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8: Technology acceptance model 3 (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, 280). 

 

The definitions of the determinants are found on Venkatesh and Bala (2008, 277-279) 

and further breakdowns are found on Venkatesh and Davis (2000, 187-193) and 

Venkatesh (2000, 346-352), for perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use 

respectively (PEoU). 
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The original TAM is widely cited (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, 276) and supported 

extensively by empirical validations, applications and replications (Venkatesh 2000, 

343). It is also found to be applicable to situations where legacy technologies are being 

replaced by new technologies (Zhang & Xu 2011, 202), which is the case with 

personalisable car HMI. 

Despite the strong support, Bagozzi (2007) proposes that there are several 

shortcomings to the Technology Acceptance Model, both the original one and the 

extended version, the TAM3. For one, he criticises the assumption of the intention of 

use being directly linked with actual use. He also claims that there is no sound theory 

or method for identifying the determinants of PU and PEoU, nor is there sufficient 

acknowledge of social, group, and cultural aspects of decision making. (2007, 245-248) 

However, to me, perhaps the most important criticism is directed at the rather over-

simplified consideration of emotions in TAM3, effectively suggested to be merely one 

of the determinants of PEoU (2007, 248-249). 

In the aim of better acknowledging emotions and, specifically, product relationship, I 

decided to further extend the TAM3 model with the inclusion of product attachment 

as a determinant of behavioural intention (BI). This operation is discussed in the next 

subchapter. 

 

 

2.6.1 Addition of product attachment to TAM3 

 

Next, I will briefly examine how emotions are considered in the TAM3. I will also 

present arguments for altering the model and explain the function of these 

adjustments. 

As seen in the figure 8, enjoyment and computer anxiety are proposed as 

determinants of perceived ease of use (PEoU) and, thus, to affect behavioural 

intention (BI) indirectly. I assume any significant changes to car interface would elicit 

strong emotions and potentially encourage either attachment or dislike towards the 
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personalisable HMI, and therefore I feel enjoyment in using the new HMI or general 

anxiety towards computers are inadequate measures to convey the affections and 

emotions experienced in a situation of adopting the new technology. Thus, in regard to 

my survey, I was unsatisfied with the model. 

To integrate the effects of affect and product relationships to the original model, I 

decided to compose a new determinant, product attachment (PATTCH). My hypothesis 

is that it directly affects BI, and the assumption was validated by performing linear 

regression analysis on the new model in relation to the survey results. Indeed, the 

resulting model implied that the new determinant, PATTCH, was not only applicable, 

but clearly the strongest predictor of BI. Thus, although I do not propose it as a general 

extension to the TAM3, I feel this gives weight to Bagozzi’s statement that emotions 

are covered in an insufficient, ad hoc manner in TAM3 (2007, 248-249)  

Further modifications to the TAM3 were made during the analysis of the results. They 

are presented and discussed in the next chapter 3.4. 
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3 Method 

 

With the aim of finding answers to the four research questions posed in the 

introduction, I decided to conduct a paper-based survey questionnaire. For the 

questionnaire, I created concept designs that illustrated the personalisable car HMI. 

The questions were then generated to address each of the determinants used by 

TAM3, the chosen framework for studying acceptance of technology, and the new 

determinant, product attachment. 

The case test groups and the creation of the concepts and questionnaire will be 

presented in this chapter. Further, the original TAM3 was changed to better address 

the aim of the study. These alterations and the validation of the resulting model will 

also be described in this chapter. 

The full questionnaire in English is in appendix A. The Finnish translation is in appendix 

B and the Swedish is in appendix C. 

 

 

3.1 Case test groups 

 

Having access to two universities, one in Finland and one in Sweden, as well as 

connections to two chemical plants in Finland, I decided that a comparative survey via 

a questionnaire would be a valid approach. This allowed both a large number of 

respondents and the chance to find out how different user groups react to a new 

technology. First of all, comparisons between technology students in both Oulu 

University and Luleå University of Technology could be made, and secondly, those 

views could be compared to, on average, somewhat older people who are already in 

the working life and generally have more experience with cars.  

The results for the factory employees were put together from responses from two 

chemical plants, one in Oulu and the other in Southern Finland. Both factories were 
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contacted remotely and had an official assigned to distribute the questionnaires in a 

randomly fashion among factory workers and officials. No information on how the 

responses divided between factory workers and officials was recorded, since I posited 

that there would be no significant difference between the responses from the two 

groups. The responses from the two factories were pooled so as to improve reliability. 

In Luleå, Sweden, the survey was conducted at the Luleå University of Technology 

(LTU). The questionnaires were handed out during a lecture of human-machine 

interaction, which is attended by all students of technical design, and completed in 

roughly 20 minutes. The number of respondents at LTU was N = 61. Of these, N = 33 

were male and N = 27 female, while for one response (N = 1) the data was missing. The 

mean age of the respondents was 21.0 years. The youngest respondent was 19 and the 

oldest 30 years old, while for one response (N = 1) the data was missing.  

The driving experience was measured in terms of years of possession of a driver’s 

licence and number of kilometres driven per week. Of all respondents in Luleå, nine 

people (N = 9) did not have a driver’s licence. These responses included, the mean 

length of possession of a driver’s licence was 2.4 years. 28 of the respondents stated 

that the number of kilometres driven per week was zero. These responses included, 

the mean distance travelled per week by car was 25.8 kilometres. For one response (N 

= 1), these data were missing. 

In Oulu, Finland, the survey was conducted at Oulu University. The questionnaires 

were handed out during a lecture on machine-related safety and usability and 

completed within roughly 20 minutes. The course is mainly attended by 3rd year 

students of mechanical engineering and work sciences. The number of the 

respondents was N = 54, of which N = 50 were male and N = 4 female. The mean age of 

the respondents was 22.5 years. The youngest respondent was 19 and the oldest 44 

years old. 

Of all the respondents in Oulu University, one (N = 1) did not have a driver’s licence. 

This response included, the mean length of possession of a driver’s licence was 4.5 

years. Six respondents (N = 6) reported that their average distance travelled per week 

by car was zero. These responses included, the mean distance driven per week was 

128 kilometres. 
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Among chemical factory employees, the responses were collected from workers and 

officials during their working hours. They were instructed to fill in the survey at leisure, 

though preferably at one sitting, lest they get a chance to discuss the questions with 

others or forget the provided concepts. A total of N = 22 responses were gathered 

from the chemical factories. 21 of these respondents were male and one (N = 1) a 

female. The mean age among factory employees was 37.0 years. The youngest was 22 

and the oldest 61 years old. 

All factory employees had a driver’s licence. The mean length of possession of a 

driver’s licence was 19.1 years and the average distance driven per week was 274 

kilometres. 

When all case test groups and responses were combined, there were a total of N = 137 

responses, of which N = 104 were male and N = 32 female. The mean age of the 

respondents was 24.2 years. The mean length of possession of a driver’s licence was 

5.9 years and the average distance travelled by car per week was 108 kilometres. Some 

respondent had some and one respondent had all of this general data missing. 

 

 

3.2 Three concepts for automobile HMI personalisation 

 

Although generalisability of the results was one of the inherent aims in this paper, it 

was not suitable to treat personalisability in car HMI as a purely abstract quality. Were 

the survey conducted in such a fashion, I assumed, it would have been difficult for the 

respondents to interpret and understand the concept of personalisation in a car 

environment.  

Instead, I devised three alternative potential design concepts that all sported different 

degrees of personalisation. I presented illustrative examples of the functions and 

features that each of the concepts could offer. Hence, the survey results will 

unavoidably reflect the attractiveness, or lack thereof, of the concepts. However, I 

believe it was the appropriate course of action, as the respondents can first choose 
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their preferred concept or concepts and answer the questions accordingly. I will now 

briefly present the three concepts. Full detailed explanations are presented in the 

questionnaire, the appendix A, on the fifth page. 

Concept one is the alternative with the most options for personalisation. It offers 

various driving modes between which the driver can pick depending on the situation. 

Additionally, all of the driving modes are configurable separately, to provide the best 

suitability and relevance. Some examples of these driving modes were introduced and 

explained, such as modes for commuting, adventurous travelling as well as ecological 

and sporty driving. 

Concept two also offers several driving modes, such as the ones mentioned above, but 

they are not configurable. Thus, it offers simplicity for those not necessarily seeking 

the best performance. A real world example of this concept was mentioned, the Volvo 

V40, where the display behind the steering wheel can present different information 

and colours depending on the chosen driving mode. 

Concept three is an alternative that offers no driving modes, but provides room for 

personalisation. This is similar to the concept one with the omission of the separation 

to different modes. 

To give the respondents better insight into what personalisation is in a modern 

technology, examples of personal and tablet computer operating systems as well as 

smartphones were presented (cf. appendix A, 4-5) before explaining the driving 

modes. 

For illustrational purposes, a photo of a concept car interior with a touch pad interface 

was provided to give a better sense of what a personalisable HMI could look like and to 

assure the respondents that it would not necessarily constitute a breakaway from the 

customary ambience of a car cockpit. Also, an illustration of potential locations for 

information displays in the car cockpit was presented, in accordance with 

contemporary display technology (cf. figure 4, p. 13). 
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3.3 Gathering of data 

 

When reviewing the various ways of gathering information on the acceptance of 

personalisable automobile HMI, it quickly became clear that a quantitative study 

would be preferable. While qualitative studies, such as interviews and workshops 

would certainly have been interesting, there simply wasn’t enough time to conduct 

such. On the other hand, we had good opportunities and resources available for 

preparing a quantitative, paper-based survey. 

According to Hair Jr. et al. (2007 as cited in Tretten 2011) quantitative surveys are 

suitable for collecting large numbers of data in a short amount of time. This method, 

however, requires careful consideration of the design, validation through pre-testing 

and the way the survey is administered. The advantages that qualitative methods 

allow include easy distribution, standardization and ease of conducting statistical 

analysis on the data. Also, the data can be presented in readily understandable tables 

and graphs. Some of the drawbacks are that care has to be used when choosing the 

wording for the questionnaire so that all of the respondents understand the questions 

similarly. Also, if the respondents are badly motivated, the accuracy of the results will 

suffer. 

In Oulu University the survey was conducted on 15.3.2012 and in Luleå University of 

Technology on 28.3.2012. With the chemical factories the survey arrangement and 

timetable was more relaxed, and all of the responses were received within four 

months time, before the end of July 2012. 

The first stage of utilising the Technology Acceptance Model is, in practice, asking the 

respondents a series of specific questions and providing a scale between two opposite 

claims, usually to the effect of “I agree – I disagree”. I chose to employ a six-point 

Likert scale with most of the questions using “totally disagree – totally agree” as the 

opposite claims. By removing the middle-of-the-road option, I wanted to encourage 

the respondents to form opinions to one way or the other. 

When designing the questionnaire, I followed best practice guidelines for paper-based 

questionnaires (Fanning 2005). Potential issues obstructing reliable results, such as 
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poor comprehensibility of instructions and descriptions as well as lack of motivation, 

were addressed by, first, following the guidelines and, second, having drafts of the 

questionnaire completed by test persons not related to the study and asking for 

assessments of relevant factors. 

In the questionnaire, three types of questions were asked. General questions, such as 

age, gender and driving experience, were asked first so as to engage the respondent to 

go through the work of completing the questionnaire (Fanning 2005, 5). 

Then, after elaborating on the subject of the study and explaining the concepts, the N 

= 26 TAM-related and three (N = 3) product-attachment-related questions were 

presented. The questions were adapted from those previously used to test TAM3 and 

which had been validated in previous research (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, 283, appendix 

A). The questions were changed to better apply to car HMI technology. The questions 

pertaining to product attachment, however, were entirely self-devised and, thus, not 

validated. After the TAM-related questions, a series of general questions on 

technology were asked, for investigating respondents’ general outlook on high 

technology. 

Although it is preferred that several questions are used to form each determinant, or 

construct, the large number of determinants would have dictated an excessively 

lengthy questionnaire. Out of N = 13 determinants that were measurable in the study, 

five (N = 5) were enquired with a single question. Other determinants were asked with 

two or three questions. 

The reliability, or the degree of internal consistency, of the five determinants (N = 5) 

that were asked in three questions (N = 3) was determined by Cronbach’s alpha. Four 

(N = 4) of the constructs, namely computer playfulness (CPLAY), computer anxiety 

(CANX), behavioural intention (BI), and product attachment (PATTCH), had a 

Cronbach’s alphas in the range of .60 to .78, which I found acceptable. One construct 

(N = 1), computer self-efficacy (CSE), had a low number of .39. Notwithstanding this 

complication, all of the questions and determinants, including CSE, were used in the 

final analysis of the results. 
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Note that all of the questionnaires that were handed out were either in Swedish or 

Finnish. The original English version was written to facilitate discussion with my 

supervisor and me as well as reliable translation. 

The English questionnaire, found in appendix A, shows all of the questions as well as 

the codes for each respective determinant in parentheses. The translations don’t 

reveal the codes, as they could potentially have distracted the respondents. 

It should be noted that the adjusting effects of experience and voluntariness on other 

determinants, as expressed in TAM3 (cf. figure 8), were not determined in the analysis 

of the results. This was due to inexperience with the more complex interrelationships 

between determinants in the TAM3 as well as time constraints. 

 

 

3.4 Statistical analysis and alterations to TAM3 

 

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS Statistics 17.0 software. All received 

questionnaires from all three case test groups were used to analyse TAM3 and the 

extended model. First, I will analyse the direct determinants of behavioural intention 

(BI) and then we will look at the determinants of perceived ease of use (PEoU). 

During the analysis of the survey results and the goodness of fit of the TAM3 model, 

several significant observations were made. First, linear regression analyses, using the 

enter method, were conducted for behavioural intention (BI) regarding its 

determinants. In the original TAM3, BI is influenced directly by subjective norm (SN), 

perceived usefulness (PU), and perceived ease of use (PEoU). For each of the 

determinants, the beta coefficients, which convey the significance of the respective 

determinants, are shown in table 2. 
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Table 2: Coefficients of the determinants of BI for original TAM3 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  3,335 ,001 

PEoU ,259 3,680 ,000 

PU ,293 3,708 ,000 

SN ,315 4,138 ,000 

 

 

The goodness of fit of a model is expressed by adjusted R², as opposed to plain R², 

which addresses the differences in the number of approved determinants to a lesser 

extent. Generally, the adjusted R² is somewhat lower than R². In the case of BI, the 

value of adjusted R² indicates the percentage of the variance explained in individuals’ 

intention to use a technology. For BI in the original TAM3 it is: 

 Adjusted R² = .409 

At round 41%, this is a fair result, considering that, consistently, 40% is a common 

percentage explained by TAM (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, 276). However, when product 

attachment (PATTCH) was applied as an additional determinant, the results changed 

dramatically. 

PATTCH was found to best complement the model when placed, as hypothesised in 

subchapter 2.6.1, as a direct determinant of BI. Comparisons to other potential and 

meaningful arrangements were conducted using linear regression analysis and 

comparing the adjusted R² numbers. The final model was arrived at using both the 

stepwise and enter methods. Surprisingly given the coefficients of the original TAM3 

shown in table 2, PU was ignored due to extremely poor statistical significance when 

using the stepwise method (t = .995 and Sig = .322). The reason for this effect could 

not be pinned down, and there were no significant similarities between PATTCH and 

PU to account for this. However, the bivariate correlation between the two variables 

will be looked into later, in subchapter 4.6. 
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The percentage of the variance in BI explained by the new model is:  

Adjusted R² = .552 

This means that round 55% of the variance in individuals’ intention to use the 

personalisable HMI was explained. In comparison to TAM3, the new model is capable 

of explaining the variance considerably better. Thus, for this survey, the new model 

provides a better fit than original TAM3. Subsequently, it is possible to deduce that 

PATTCH is, therefore, a reliable determinant of BI.  

The coefficients for the new model are shown in table 3. Any beta coefficient can be 

read relatively to the other coefficients. Thus, it is clear that PATTCH is the most 

important predictor for BI. Compared to other predictors, PATTCH is over two times as 

significant as PEoU and just slightly under two times as significant as SN in determining 

BI. 

 

Table 3: Coefficients of the determinants of BI for the extended model. 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  -,155 ,877 

PEoU ,240 3,991 ,000 

PATTCH ,500 7,717 ,000 

SN ,258 4,029 ,000 

 

 

The full and final model regarding the determinants of behavioural intention (BI) is 

presented in the figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Final, modified version of technology acceptance model 3 regarding behavioural intention (BI). 

 

We will now briefly look at what constitutes the PEoU and if the model suggested by 

TAM3 is consistent. As objective usability is a measure that can only be determined by 

observing actual use, it is irrelevant for our study. The remaining five determinants (cf. 

figure 8, p. 54) are computer self-efficacy (CSE), perception of external control (PEC), 

computer anxiety (CANX), computer playfulness (CPLAY) and perceived enjoyment 

(ENJ). 

Stepwise method of linear regression analysis removed PEC and CPLAY from the list of 

determinants due to insufficient statistical significances. As shown in table 4, the 

computer anxiety also has a somewhat lesser significance (t = .-2.567 and Sig = .011), 

but it was kept in order to improve the fit of the model. With the three determinants, 

the enter method gave the following result: 

 Adjusted R² = .407 

This can be considered a fair fit. Without CANX, adjusted R² would have been .350. 
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Table 4: Coefficients of the determinants of PEoU. 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  1,439 ,152 

CSE ,475 6,818 ,000 

CANX -,179 -2,567 ,011 

ENJ ,238 3,485 ,001 

 

 

The results clearly show the relative importance of computer self-efficacy (CSE), which 

refers to the degree to which an individual believes she has the necessary abilities to 

perform a specific task using the technology product. Precisely half as significant for 

PEoU in our survey was enjoyment (ENJ), which is the perception of how enjoyable the 

activity of using the product is in its own right. Computer anxiety (CANX), which is the 

degree of apprehension or distress experienced when faced with the possibility of 

using the product, is the least important as a predictor. Quite logically, CANX impacts 

the PEoU negatively, that is, the more apprehensive the person is with computers in 

general, the less she will be inclined to think the personalisable HMI will be easy to 

operate. (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, 279) 
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4 Results 

 

In this chapter I will go through the research questions, as stated in the introduction, 

and provide the answers from the data gathered. Also, some additional results will be 

explained, when relevant to the subject and issues covered in the theory. Discussion 

and conclusions will be conducted in the following chapter. 

Please, observe that while significant efforts were made to ensure similar content and 

use of terms between the Finnish and Swedish translations of the questionnaire, they 

can account for some of the differences in results between case test groups situated in 

Finland and Sweden. 

 

 

4.1 Acceptance of personalisable car HMI 

 

The first research question concerns the degree to which the case test groups are open 

to the idea of adopting a personalisable car HMI. In the study, the degree of 

acceptance of personalisable car HMI will be measured as the mean values of 

behavioural intention (BI), as suggested by the TAM framework.  

It should be noted that on a six-point Likert scale the average result is (1+7)/2 = 3.5. 

Thus, I posit that means that are above that threshold are to be considered positive 

towards the personalisable car HMI, and means below that are negative. 

Table 5 shows the means for behavioural intention (BI) to use the personalisable car 

HMI for each of the case test groups. The most accepting group were the chemical 

factory employees with a mean of 4.21 for BI. Luleå University students responded 

similarly, with a mean of 4.19 for BI. Oulu University students had the lowest rating for 

BI, with a mean of 4.01. Overall, considering all the responses, the mean for BI is 4.12. 
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Table 5: Behavioural intention with respect to case test groups 

Behavioural intention (BI) 

 

Place Mean N Std. Deviation 

Luleå Univ. of Tech. 4,1858 61 1,10976 

Oulu University 4,0062 54 1,01041 

Chemical factories 4,2121 22 1,29527 

Total 4,1192 137 1,09942 

 

 

Studying whether the differences between the groups were statistically significant with 

pairwise independent-samples T tests, I found that none of the differences were 

significant. In pairwise comparisons, each of the three significances were far greater 

than even the .05 threshold (Sig > .36). 

In summary, each of the case test groups showed a cautious approval of the 

personalisable car HMI. There were no significant differences in this regard between 

case test groups. 

 

 

4.2 Effects of age, driving experience, and gender 

 

The second research question pertained to the correlations between behavioural 

intention (BI) to use personalisable car HMI and age, driving experience and gender. 

The distributions of age, number of years in possession of a driver’s licence and 

distance driven per week were positively skewed. In order to improve the reliability of 

the results, the three aforementioned variables were recalculated by converting the 

values to a logarithmic scale, namely log10. The resulting variables were then 

compared using Pearson’s correlations. 
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The correlations between BI and age, number of years in possession of a driver’s 

licence and distance driven per week were very low, as can be seen in table 6. None of 

the correlations are significant (Sig. > .18). 

 

Table 6: Bivariate correlations between general driver attributes and BI 

Correlations 

  

Age 

(log10) 

Licence, years 

(log10) 

Distance 

driven / week 

(log10) BI 

Age  

(log10) 

Pearson Correlation 1    

Sig. (2-tailed)     

N 135    

Licence,  

years 

(log10) 

Pearson Correlation ,880** 1   

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000    

N 135 137   

Distance 

driven / week 

(log10) 

Pearson Correlation ,507** ,598** 1  

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000   

N 135 137 137  

BI Pearson Correlation ,036 ,011 ,113 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,681 ,894 ,188  

N 135 137 137 137 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

The connection of gender to the acceptance of personalisable car HMI was measured 

by comparing the means for BI between the genders and running an independent-

samples T test. The mean for female respondents was 4.09 and for male respondents 

the number was 4.12. The independent-samples T test also confirmed that there was 

no significant difference in this regard between the genders among our case test 

groups (Sig = .90). 

The conclusion is that there were no correlations between any of the four 

aforementioned variables and behavioural intention to use personalisable car HMI. 
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4.3 Strongest predictors and differences between groups 

 

Research question number three asks which determinants are the strongest predictors 

for behavioural intention (BI) to use the personalisable HMI. In part pertaining to the 

first research question, we will also look at how the different case test groups differed 

from one another in this regard. 

As described in subchapter 3.4, when all responses were pooled, the determinants for 

BI were, in the order of importance, product attachment (PATTCH), subjective norm 

(SN) and perceived ease of use (PEoU). The respective coefficients can be seen in table 

3. 

 

Table 3: Coefficients of the determinants of BI for the extended model 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  -,155 ,877 

PEoU ,240 3,991 ,000 

PATTCH ,500 7,717 ,000 

SN ,258 4,029 ,000 

 

 

Looking at the case test groups separately, however, there were notable differences in 

how the BI was determined between the groups. This new model, created and 

validated for all respondents in subchapter 3.4, no longer applied. The predictors for BI 

were, again, investigated using stepwise method of linear regression analysis. 

The Swedish and Finnish student groups were relatively similar in that with both 

groups, the BI was determined by product attachment (PATTCH) and perceived ease of 

use (PEoU). Using the stepwise method for the analysis ignores determinants that have 

insufficient significances, and, accordingly, subjective norm (SN) was removed from the 

models. The values for adjusted R² and the beta coefficients, however, are confirmed 
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by removing the non-significant determinants and using the enter method. As 

determinants to BI, tables 7 and 8 show the beta coefficients for PATTCH and PEoU for 

Swedish and Finnish student case test groups, respectively. Measures of the goodness 

of fit of the models are also presented. 

The Swedish student group expressed inclination that perceived ease of use and 

product attachment are nearly equally important preconditions to the intention to use 

personalisable HMI. 

 

Table 7: Coefficients of the determinants of BI for Luleå student group 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  -,501 ,619 

PEoU ,484 5,456 ,000 

PATTCH ,452 5,088 ,000 

 

 

The percentage of the variance in Luleå students’ BI explained by the model is quite 

high at round 64%: 

Adjusted R² = .637 

 

For the Finnish students, as shown in table 8, the beta coefficients are leaning strongly 

towards PATTCH. This indicates that, among the Finnish student group, product 

attachment is a considerably more important predictor for behavioural intention than 

perceived ease of use. Also notable is that the significance of PEoU is somewhat low, 

although still better than the .05 threshold (Sig. = .032). 
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Table 8: Coefficients of the determinants of BI for Oulu student group 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  -,023 ,982 

PEoU ,230 2,200 ,032 

PATTCH ,606 5,813 ,000 

 

 

The percentage of the variance in Oulu students’ BI explained by the model is roughly 

48%: 

Adjusted R² = .478 

 

Although the number of respondents in the chemical factories was clearly lower than 

in either of the student groups and statistical significances were lower across the 

board, I will present the incomplete model, notwithstanding the limited accuracy.  

The significances were low (Sig > .10) for all but one determinant, PATTCH. Thus, the 

model for the chemical factory employee group suggests that the only significant 

predictor for behavioural intention is product attachment. Subjective norm (SN) was 

closest to being significant (Sig = .105) and, apparently, an important determinant for 

BI. The incomplete model, with both determinants, is presented in table 9.  

 

Table 9: Coefficients of the determinants of BI for chemical factory employee group 

Model 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. Beta 

1 (Constant)  1,578 ,131 

PATTCH ,499 2,616 ,017 

SN ,325 1,704 ,105 
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What is notable is that despite the relatively low number of entries, the model is still 

capable of explaining roughly 50% of the variance in BI: 

 Adjusted R² = .496 

Had PATTCH been considered in the model as the single determinant, its beta 

coefficient would have been .689, significance Sig. = .000, and the adjusted R² = .448, 

roughly a 5 percentage point decrease from the presented model. 

In summary, although all of the three groups showed marked differences in what 

determined the intention to use personalisable HMI, product attachment was clearly 

an important factor for all. For the Finnish student group and chemical factory 

employees, who were also Finnish, product attachment was clearly the most 

important predictor for intention, whereas for the Swedish student group, perceived 

ease of use and product attachment were nearly equally important in determining 

intention. 

 

 

4.4 Effects of general disposition towards technology and 

personalisation 

 

Fourth and final research question referred to the potential correlation between the 

aptitude for and interest in personalising smartphones or computers and openness 

towards using personalisable car HMI. The general liking for technology and tendency 

to personalising smart phones and computers were studied with seven technology-

related questions in the questionnaire, two of which pertained to the type of 

smartphone owned and were not used during the analysis. 

Bivariate correlations between the questions and behavioural intention (BI) were 

studied. There were two distinct questions that had a connection to BI, while others 

had much lower correlations.  
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First of these questions was the technology-related question number 5: 

“Do you like or would you like the general flexibility and versatility of the 

smartphone?” 

 

The correlation coefficient for this question and BI was .389. Although not a 

particularly strong correlation, it can be seen as a clear indication of an 

interconnection. Further, the graph showing the correlation between the two variables 

is shown in figure 10. On the x-axis there are the answers given to the question, with 1 

corresponding to “Not at all” and 6 to “Yes, very much”. On the y-axis there are the 

average values for behavioural intention that the respondents in each of the lots have 

assigned. 

 

 

Figure 10: Interconnection of technology-related question no. 5 and behavioural intention 

 

The second question with a correlation to BI was the technology-related question 

number 6: 

“Do you usually customise the interface in your new smart phone or 

computer?” 
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The respective correlation coefficient was .376, which also indicates a connection 

between the question and BI. The corresponding graph is shown in figure 11, where, 

on the x-axis, 1 corresponds to “Not at all” and 6 to “Almost always”. 

 

 

Figure 11: Interconnection of technology-related question no. 6 and behavioural intention 

 

Correlations between BI and the rest of the applicable technology-related questions, 

namely numbers 1, 2, and 7, were noticeably lower. The coefficients varied between 

.20 and .24, indicating small correlations. The questions are found in full in the 

appendix A, on the last page. 

For all of these five technology-related questions, correlations were significant at the 

.01 level, except for question number 7, which was significant at the .05 level.  

In summary, significant correlations were found between aptitude and disposition for 

personalising high-technology products, namely smartphones and computers, and 

intention to use a personalisable car HMI (BI). Somewhat lower correlations were also 

found for BI and questions regarding general interest towards and proficiency with 

technology and computers. 
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4.5 Preferred concept for personalisable car HMI 

 

After the TAM-related questions were asked in the questionnaire, the respondent was 

asked which one of the three presented concepts (cf. chapter 3.2) he or she would 

prefer. The concept no. one was “configurable driving modes”, concept two was “solid, 

unchangeable driving modes” and concept three was “one personalisable general use 

mode”. The results are presented in figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Preferred concept for personalisable car HMI 

 

Concept one was chosen by N = 89 respondents (66%), concept two by N = 9 

respondents (7%) and concept three by N = 37 respondents (27%). It is worthy of 

notice that the concept with the highest degree of personalisability was the most 

preferred while the one with the lowest degree of personalisability was clearly least 

preferred. 
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4.6 Correlations between variables 

 

Previous to this subchapter, correlations between determinants and variables have 

mainly been studied using linear regression analysis, which is required in analysing a 

model, where several determinants work as predictors to certain variables, mainly 

behavioural intention (BI) in this study. Simple bivariate correlations were also studied 

between all of the variables. This method ignores the TAM3 altogether. The table 10 

presents all correlations above .580 with the addition of PU. The presented variables 

are perceived usefulness (PU), result demonstrability (RES), enjoyment (ENJ), output 

quality (OUT), behavioural intention (BI), and product attachment (PATTCH). 

 

Table 10: Bivariate correlations between variables, correlations above .580 

Correlations 

  PU RES ENJ OUT BI PATTCH 

PU Pearson Correlation 1      

Sig. (2-tailed)       

N 137      

RES Pearson Correlation ,493** 1     

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000      

N 137 137     

ENJ Pearson Correlation ,429** ,572** 1    

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000     

N 137 137 137    

OUT Pearson Correlation ,506** ,374** ,482** 1   

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000    

N 137 137 137 137   

BI Pearson Correlation ,535** ,587** ,645** ,461** 1  

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000   

N 137 137 137 137 137  

PATTCH Pearson Correlation ,568** ,483** ,617** ,581** ,667** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000 ,000  

N 136 136 136 136 136 136 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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As discussed in chapter 3.4, the correlation between PU and PATTCH is noteworthy, as 

in the model proposed in this paper, shown in table 3 (cf. p. 65 and 71), PU is ignored 

altogether when PATTCH is added. The fact that statistic validity mandated that PU 

drop when PATTCH is introduced gives reason to assume that they are in some way 

connected, but no statistical methods were found to support the assumption.  The 

correlation found here is not enough to provide explanations to this connection either. 

My hypothesis is that, in regards to car interiors, which are often understood to be 

designed to enhance the driver’s affection to the car, for some respondents the notion 

of usefulness overlaps with that of attachment to the product. 

Result demonstrability (RES) also correlated strongly with BI, which could indicate that 

social dimension also plays a part in the willingness to use the product. Supposedly, if 

it is easy to describe the benefits of a product to friends and co-workers, the thought 

of using it becomes more attractive. Enjoyment’s (ENJ) strong correlation with BI is less 

unexpected. In context of voluntary use of technology, especially when partly 

concerning entertainment and communication, subjective preferences are often 

important, I would presume. 

Output quality, in this survey, mainly measures thoughts about the practicality of the 

personalisable car HMI. It was found to have a strong correlation to PATTCH, 

noticeably stronger than to BI, for example. Finally, PATTCH and BI were very highly 

correlated, which is to be expected from the model and the respective beta coefficient 

(cf. table 3). This result indicates that those who find the personalisability important in 

creating an invested, emotional relationship with the car tend to be more willing to use 

its personalisable HMI, but also to think it would enable them to operate it more 

thoroughly and easily. 
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

 

This chapter will consist of analysis of the results as well as discussion and conclusions 

drawn from the results. Additionally, suggestions for future research will be presented. 

The research questions were all answered in a plain and unambiguous way and the 

numerical answers can be found in the previous chapter. Next, I will elaborate on the 

results regarding some of the research questions. 

The first research question – how willing and open the case test groups were towards 

the idea of adopting a personalisable car HMI – was answered fairly similarly across 

the groups. The numerical value of the mean for intention (BI) to use the new 

technology was 4.12 out of 6, where the average value is 3.5. Thus, the result can be 

described as “a cautious approval”. Considering the usual resistance to change, 

potentially significant in a car environment which is such a known quantity, I regard 

this as an unexpectedly high number.  

It would be interesting to see similar studies conducted on a larger scale and, 

moreover, at intervals, so as to find out if there is a trend in the acceptance of 

personalisable car HMI. Car manufacturers will want to know this information before 

initiating a wide-scale introduction of said technology. If the drivers are not ready to 

change their behaviour with the car’s secondary controls or the design is simply poor, 

the manufacturers risk alienating their followers and potential buyers. However, 

examining the smartphone market as an analogy, if even just one car manufacturer 

can succeed in designing a personalisable car interface that is seen as a safe, reliable, 

practical, and attractive option to the common interface, the car interior could face a 

gradual paradigm shift. 

The second research question – does age, gender or driving experience have an effect 

on openness towards personalisable car HMI – was explicitly answered. Neither any of 

the recorded demographic qualities nor personal driving experience had any 

correlation to the intention to adopt personalisability in car HMI. The reliability of the 

result regarding age-dependency can be questioned, however, as only round 12% of 

the respondents were of age 30 years or older. 
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Yet, the result that age doesn’t affect the intention to use the new HMI is particularly 

interesting. The obvious assumption, unsupported by these results, would have been 

that an increased need for knowledge on computer systems and ICT would lessen the 

attractiveness of the personalisable car HMI among older people. Such an occurrence 

would have been troublesome considering that should personalisable car HMIs 

become more common, they would likely first appear on premium cars that are more 

often bought by older people (Meyer 2009). I suggest that despite the results, here, 

further studies on the age-dependency are needed. 

It can be assumed that the respondents had little experience with personalisable HMI 

or touch-screen-based multifunctional control systems in a car. Given the markedly 

poor reviews and customer experiences that the early touch screen car HMIs have 

received (ConsumerReports.org 2010, 2011 and 2012), such experience would 

probably have decreased the mean BI value somewhat. 

Looking at the issue in light of the positive results regarding BI and the aforementioned 

poor touch screen HMI designs, it could be argued that people do perceive a need for 

personalisation in the car’s controls, but the interface designers are seemingly wading 

in the darkness, overwhelmed by the newfound design space, and people are unhappy 

with the resulting products. Helping the situation, hardware developers are creating 

solutions to improve physical, tactile feedback of touch screens and developing other 

intuitive methods of control, such as gesture-based and auditory control schemes (cf. 

Mankila 2012, 24-27). However, considerable advances in software design are also 

required; poor touch screen implementation cannot account for the dissatisfaction 

alone. Positive responses to some of the new touch-screen-based control interfaces 

are also encouraging (Automotive Interiors Expo 2012). The considerable role of the 

car HMI in traffic safety should spur the research and further development of the 

future car interface. Personalisability in the interface should be seen as a means to 

achieve ease of use through lessened cognitive and visual burden on the driver. 

The convergence of smartphone functionality, or even applications, and car interface 

can potentially lead to a situation where drivers learn and become accustomed to the 

logic and functions of the operating system at home. This would remove considerable 

part of the pressure and demands of the traffic from the learning process. I propose 
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that should personalisable car HMI become common in future, this practice should be 

considered as a promising way to ease the learning curve and lessen people’s 

resistance to new technology. 

The answers to the third research question – which determinants are the strongest 

predictors for behavioural intention to use the personalisable car HMI – not only 

exposed the most important product attributes, but also revealed notable differences 

between case test groups, indicating that cultural differences may affect the 

perception of a new technology. 

Rather surprisingly, given that the determinant doesn’t even exist in the original TAM3, 

product attachment was regarded as clearly the most influential attribute in the 

personalisable car HMI in establishing willingness to use it. Assessed through beta 

coefficients, product attachment was roughly twice as important as either of the two 

other significant determinants, subjective norm and perceived ease of use. This result 

explicitly suggests that the main reason why people would opt to use a personalisable 

HMI in their cars in the future is that they could make the car feel more personal and 

relevant to them and heighten the feeling of being in control. 

Subjective norm, or the perceived social pressure to do or not to do something, proved 

second most important factor. This can be interpreted as a consequence of the 

common motivation and pressure to follow the technological development. It is easy 

to assume that for men the pressure can be higher in the context of cars than, say, in 

computers or smartphones, since driving is recognised as one of the defining 

masculine activities (Williams & Sheehan 2005).  

Perceived ease of use, however, is more easily understood. If a car HMI is easy to use 

as well as functional, it is attractive. The structural and dynamic challenges of everyday 

traffic are often more than enough to stimulate and strain the driver, so ease of use is 

readily appreciated. In this regard it was interesting to observe that the Swedish 

student group considered ease of use as even more important than product 

attachment, even if by a slight margin. In contrast, both Finnish groups clearly 

emphasised product attachment. The implications of this difference in perception of 

new technology between cultures on the design and marketing of any new car HMI 
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can be assumed significant when introduced on a global scale. There is ample room for 

further study in the field. 

What is surprising is that the perceived usefulness of the personalisable car HMI did 

not seem to play a part in the respondents’ willingness to use it. My interpretation of 

the result is that people don’t consider the fact that the new HMI could actually help 

them in their day-to-day driving as essential. This result can, of course, be partly due to 

lack of practical experience with the technology. 

The fourth research question – what is the correlation between the preference of and 

aptitude for personalising computer and smartphone operating systems and openness 

towards personalisable car HMI – provided answers that were not completely 

unexpected. People who appreciated the flexibility and versatility in smartphones over 

older designs generally were more open to the idea of extending the personalisability 

to car HMI as well. Furthermore, a positive disposition towards personalising a 

smartphone or computer operating system also predicted enthusiasm to exercise the 

same power with a car interface.  

The implications of these results are underpinned by the benefits from the surge of 

smartphone popularity, as the operation and logic behind touch screen interfaces and 

personalisation become increasingly familiar with ever larger audiences. This trend 

paves way for development in car interfaces through better acceptance. 

As a final result for this study, the question of the preferred concept for personalisable 

car HMI provided perhaps the most surprising outcome. Namely, when presented with 

three concepts of clearly different degrees, or amounts, of personalisation, the 

unambiguous winner was the concept potentially sporting the greatest freedom for 

personalisation.  

Almost as if to reassert this result, the concept with clearly the least amount of 

personalisation was also decidedly the least preferred. To make the result even more 

interesting, at least two premium car manufacturers do provide a similar, although 

even further limited level of personalisation in the head-down display, or instrument 

cluster, in certain models via a digital screen in place of the common analogue 

indicators. While the result is by no means a negative criticism towards these early 
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attempts on personalisation of driving information displays, it indicates that people are 

ready for more daring development in this regard. 

To me the preference of higher degree of personalisation says that when introduced 

properly to the technology and its possibilities, people will want to utilise the potential 

and not have it limited by what may appear as artificial restrictions imposed by 

simplicity.  

To neatly sum up not only this individual result, but the entirety of the arguments 

proposed and results presented in this paper, I will draw upon the words of Douglas 

Engelbart, the original developer of the computer mouse (Beale 2007, 21): 

 

If ease of use was the only valid criterion, people would stick to tricycles and 

never try bicycles. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: 

Original English copy of survey questionnaire. Designed and written by Janne Mankila. 

Note that group descriptions for determinants that appear after each question were 

absent from the copies handed out to the respondents. 11 p. 
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Survey to investigate  
user acceptance of  
personalisable car interface 
 

 

Part of the Swedish EFESOS –program, managed by Volvo Car Corporation 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
 

 

 

 

This survey aims to find out how potential future car drivers would accept a car cockpit, where 

the driver can alter the interface, by which we mean the displays, controls and auxiliary 

systems, to better suit his or her needs. The increase in the number of information sources, 

controls and functions in a modern car demands a way to arrange them more efficiently. 

Personalisation of the interface is one way to achieve that. Your answers can help car 

manufacturers to decide which technological trends they should follow. 

 

Place and date         Test group  (LTU, Oulun yliopisto or Arizona 

Chemical Oy) 

 

____________________________        ______________________________ 

 

Survey organiser: 

Janne Mankila                janneman@paju.oulu.fi 

University of Oulu, work sciences and Luleå university of technology, innovation and design 
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Instructions 

You can answer the questionnaire at your own pace, but preferably at one sitting or at least 

within the work day. It is also strongly recommended that you don’t ask for other people’s 

opinion during filling out the questionnaire. This will improve the reliability of the results.  

The returned questionnaires and answers will be handled anonymously and with utmost 

confidentiality. 

The questionnaire begins with general questions about car usage. Then, an introduction to the 

personalisable interface will be provided, after which you can answer the research-related 

questions.  

Circle the crosses or numbers in the multiple-choice questions. If you want to correct your 

answer, horizontally strike the wrong answer. 

 

General questions 

1. Age:     ________ 

2. Gender:      X     Female  X     Male 

3. How long have you had a driver’s licence?  _________   years 

4. How much do you drive in a week on average? _________   kms 

5. The make of the car you are using? 

 _________________________ 

 The model of the car?  

 _________________________ 

 The year of manufacture (approximately)? 

 _________________________ 
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Introduction 

During the questionnaire the term interface refers to the functions and positioning of the 

displays and controls in the car cockpit, but also the functions of the auxiliary systems, such as 

cruise control, driving aids, navigator and music player. Basic driving controls, such as the 

steering wheel, brake and gas pedals are not included, however. By personalisation we mean 

changing the functionality, interface, information content or distinctiveness of a system to 

increase its personal relevance to the user. 

In essence, we’re trying to investigate how people will accept and approve of the described 

new interface that they’ve never tried or seen before. We’re asking you to familiarise yourself 

with the concept of personalisable car interface by reading the following description and 

answer the questions accordingly. 

 

Below is an image illustrating a traditional car cockpit with one of the possible layouts for 

information displays. The practical issues of repositioning and configuring displays and controls 

are dealt with using electronic LCD displays that can also work as touch screens. A see-through 

head-up display (HUD) that is reflected on the windscreen would also be configurable. Even 

general use knobs and buttons can be configured by changing the icons and texts 

electronically. 

 

 

1.   2012 Volvo V60 cockpit with potential locations for information or entertainment displays 
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When answering the questions you can safely ignore most of the practical issues that might 

arise, for example how clearly the displays show in direct sunlight or how well the touch 

screen registers touches when using gloves. We will assume that the technology will continue 

to develop strongly in the future and practical issues will be solved. Also, assume that 

configuring the functions and altering the interface will be made as easy and intuitive as 

possible, much in the same way they’ve been carried out in smart phones as well as ordinary 

and tablet computers. Furthermore, when buying a new car, the dealer could set the interface 

to the customer’s preferences. 

Another advantage to a flexible, personalisable interface is the upgradeability. The functions of 

the interface could be changed and improved years after buying the car to accommodate new 

technology, for example. Also, the usability and architecture of the interface could be 

improved. This renewal could take place during regular maintenance. 

Below is an example of what a car cockpit might resemble in the near future. Although the 

general look is quite futuristic, the displays are all current technology and, thus, easy to 

implement in a car. Centralising the car interface to a touch screen on the centre stack is a 

familiar technique from several production and concept cars from various car manufacturers. 

 

 

2.   2012 Volvo Concept Universe cockpit 

 

On the next page we will provide and explain three different concepts of the personalisable 

interface so that you can get a better understanding of what possible advantages and benefits 

it could offer. You can then answer the questions with the concepts in mind. 
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Concept one:    Configurable driving modes 

This concept is based on different configurable and adaptable driving modes that the driver can choose 

between to suit different uses, such as commuting, travelling and sporty driving. Remember that the 

driver can alter the functions and positioning of the displays and controls within the modes. Here are 

some examples: 

 Commuting mode for everyday activities 

- Navigator knows your normal routes, destinations and work schedule and can inform you 

of congestion or other road blocks. It calculates the fastest routes and estimated times of 

arrival. 

 Travel mode, from adventures to relaxed road-trips 

- Navigator is presented on a large screen, showing points-of-interest in which the user has 

expressed an interest. For example, people interested in history will be shown nearby 

historical locations, such as castles and old buildings, and given audio book-like tours. 

- Driver can choose the suggested route between roads with most points-of-interest, scenic 

road segments, best fuel economy or shortest time of arrival. 

 Sport mode for tracks and twisty roads 

- Driver can choose what information is displayed. Further information on engine metrics, 

such as boost pressure and oil temperature available on request. 

 ECO mode could teach you how to drive ecologically and better handle the engine and clutch. When 

you feel confident in your own driving skills, you can stop using the mode and concentrate on the 

others. 

 

Concept two:    Solid, unchangeable driving modes 

The second concept presents a simple and easy-to-use option for those not seeking the best 

performance. Similar as concept one, but without the configurability. For example, the navigator cannot 

present points of interest other than the usual, general ones. 

 Displays and controls will change their outlook according to the driving mode, but cannot be further 

modified. 

 As there are only a number of preset modes available, this concept is the easiest to operate. 

 This concept is, to a lesser degree, already being used in mass production cars. For example, in the 

2012 Volvo V40 the display behind the steering wheel presents different information and colours 

depending on the mode. 

 

Concept three:    One personalisable general use mode 

The third concept is basically just one mode that is fully configurable. Similar to the first concept, but 

without the separation to modes. Everything is personalisable. In this regard, this is the opposite of the 

concept two. It is likely that the driver can’t have all the relevant information and controls available for 

all the different driving circumstances, due to lack of space and potential confusion. However, this can be 

seen as a care-free compromise.  

 The user knows his basic uses for the car and alters the interface to be a semi-permanent 

compromise. If need arises, however, the driver can make necessary changes with relative ease. 

 This mode can be compared to the operating systems in most computers and smart phones. 

 

Remember that these are merely suggestions designed to help you imagine some of the potential benefits of 

personalisation. When answering the questions, try to imagine the personalisable dashboard in front of you 

so you can better understand and feel the new situation. Now, we proceed to the actual questions. 
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“ENJOYMENT OR APPREHENSIONS” 

 

1. I am eager to see if the new personalisable system will make driving more 

enjoyable. (ENJ) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

2. I like the idea of changing the appearance of the interface, because it would 

make using the car more pleasant. (ENJ) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

3. If I could change the appearance of the displays and controls to better suit my 

taste it would be easier to become attached to the car. (PATTCH) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

4. If I could upgrade the appearance and functions of the interface to 

contemporary standards years after buying the car, it would feel more modern. 

(IMG) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

5. I am interested in the possibilities that new technology, in general, offers in a 

car cockpit. (CPLAY) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

6. I feel that cars could have more functions than they currently have. (CPLAY) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

7. Usually, I’m creative and spontaneous when using computers. (CPLAY) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 
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8. I like the idea of changing the displays, controls and auxiliary features to suit 

my needs because it would give me a sense of being in control over the car. 

(PATTCH) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

9. The new features that the personalisable system enables would help me in my 

day-to-day driving. (PU) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

10. Computers make me feel distressed. (CANX) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

11. Smart phones make me feel distressed. (CANX) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

12. When using a car that is new to me, learning to use the radio and all other 

functions is generally troublesome for me. (CSE) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

13. I fear that adding more functions to a car cockpit could make it unsafe or 

confusing. (CANX) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 
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“I CAN DO THIS” OR “I CAN’T DO THIS” 

 

14. Given the help available from friends, I think it would be easy for me to use and 

modify the personalisable system. (PEC) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

15. I think I could learn to use the personalisable system if someone would help to 

get started. (CSE) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

16. I think I could learn to use the personalisable interface all by myself. (CSE) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

17. I think using the personalisable interface would require little mental effort. 

(PEOU) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

18. I think I would find the personalisable interface confusing and intimidating. 

(PEOU) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 
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“WHAT ABOUT THE ACTUAL BENEFITS?” 

 

19. With the personalisable interface I think the time I use in commuting and work-

related driving would be reduced or at least my productivity would increase 

while driving. (OUT) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

20. The personalisable system would help me better utilise the auxiliary functions, 

such as the navigator and music player. (OUT) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

21. The personalisable interface would help me drive better and more safely in the 

traffic. (REL) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

22. If I could modify  the controls, displays and auxiliary features into a relevant 

package for my use, it would be easier to become attached to the car. (PATTCH) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

23. People whose opinions are important to me would think that if I had a car with 

a personalisable interface, I should use the option to personalise it. (SN) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

24. I like the idea of changing the appearance of the interface because it would be 

a way to express myself. (IMG) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 
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25. The people who are admired and respected in my social circle would probably 

use the option to personalise the interface in their cars if they had the chance. 

(IMG) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

26. It would be easy to describe the benefits of the personalisable interface to my 

friends and co-workers. (RES) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

27. If I had a car with with a personalisable interface, I would use the possibility to 

modify it according to my needs and preferences. (BI) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

28. If I was buying a used car in the near future, I would want to buy one that had 

an upgradeable interface with some of the latest functions added. (BI) 

Totally disagree               1          2          3          4          5          6               Totally agree 

 

29. When buying a new car, how important would it be to have one with a personalisable 

interface? (BI) 

Not important                  1          2          3          4          5          6               Very important 

 

30. If I had a car with a personalisable interface, which one of the three concepts of 

personalisation described in the introduction would you prefer? 

 

X Concept one:    Configurable driving modes 

X Concept two:   Solid, unchangeable driving modes 

X Concept three:   One personalisable general use mode 
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General questions on technology 

 

1. How interested are you in technology in general? 

Not at all               1          2          3          4          5          6               Very interested 

2. Between ease of use and technical capabilities, which is generally more 

important to you in an everyday product, such as television or home radio? 

Ease of use             1          2          3          4          5          6          Technical capabilities 

3. Do you use or have you used smart phones? If not, jump to question number 5. 

      X     Yes            X     No 

4. What sort of smart phone do you have? 

      X     Android           X     iPhone      X     Symbian (Nokia) 

       X     Windows Phone           X     Not sure / other 

5. Do you like or would you like the general flexibility and versatility of the smart 

phone? 

 Not at all               1          2          3          4          5          6               Yes, very much 

6. Do you usually customise the interface in your new smart phone or computer? 

 Not at all               1          2          3          4          5          6               Almost always 

7.  How proficient are you with computers in general? 

 Not at all               1          2          3          4          5          6               Very proficient 

 

If you have further comments on the personalisable interface  

or the questionnaire, use this space to tell me: 

 

 

 

Thank you for taking part in this survey! 

 

Please, return the filled questionnaire to the appointed supervisor. 
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Appendix B: 

Finnish translation of the survey questionnaire. Translation, Janne Mankila. 11 p. 
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Kyselytutkimus  –  Kuinka  
auton personalisoitavat käyttö- 
liittymät otetaan vastaan? 
 

 

Osa ruotsalaista EFESOS –projektia, jota johtaa Volvo Car Corporation 
 

KYSELYLOMAKE 
 

 

 

 

 

Tällä kyselytutkimuksella pyrimme selvittämään, miten autonkäyttäjät suhtautuvat ja 

hyväksyvät auton, jonka ohjaamoa ja käyttöliittymää he voivat itse muuttaa vastaamaan 

paremmin omia tarpeitaan. Tällä käyttöliittymällä tarkoitamme kaikkia auton näyttöjä, 

kontrolleja ja jopa itse lisälaitteita. 

Kuljettajalle esitettävän tiedon, kontrollien ja ominaisuuksien määrä autossa on kasvanut hyvin 

nopeasti, ja niiden tehokkaammalle järjestelylle ja sijoittelulle on kova tarve. Käyttöliittymän 

personalisointi on yksi tapa korjata asiaa. Teidän vastauksenne voivat auttaa autonvalmistajia 

päättämään, mitä tulevaisuuden trendiä heidän tulisi seurata. 

 

Paikka ja aika          Testiryhmä (Oulun yliopisto, Arizona Chemical 

Oy tai muu) 

 

____________________________        ______________________________ 

 

Survey organiser: 

Janne Mankila                janneman@paju.oulu.fi 

Oulun yliopisto, työtieteen osasto ja Luleå tekniska universitet, innovation och design 
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Ohjeet 

Voit vastata kyselylomakkeeseen omaan tahtiisi, mutta mieluiten yhdeltä istumalta, tai 

vähintään työpäivän kuluessa. Pyydän, ettette keskustelisi tai kysyisi muiden ihmisten 

mielipiteitä aiheista lomakkeen täyttämisen aikana, sillä näin saamme luotettavampia tuloksia 

ihmisten omista mielipiteistä. 

Palautetut lomakkeet käsitellään nimettöminä ja luottamuksellisesti. 

Kysely alkaa yleisillä kysymyksillä auton käytöstä. Tätä seuraa esittely itse personalisoitavista 

käyttöliittymistä, minkä jälkeen siirrymme varsinaisiin, tutkimuksen kannalta tärkeimpiin 

kysymyksiin. 

Ympyröikää äksät tai numerot monivalintakysymyksissä. Jos haluatte korjata vastaustanne, 

vetäkää vaakaviiva väärän vastauksen yli. 

 

Yleiset kysymykset 

1. Ikä:     ________ 

2. Sukupuoli:         X     Nainen      X     Mies 

3. Kuinka kauan sinulla on ollut ajokortti?  _________   vuotta 

4. Kuinka paljon ajat keskimäärin viikossa autolla? _________   km 

5. Käyttämäsi auton merkki?  

 _________________________ 

 Käyttämäsi auton malli?  

 _________________________ 

 Ja valmistusvuosi (summittainen vastaus riittää)?

 _________________________ 
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Esittely 

Kyselyn aikana nimitys käyttöliittymä tarkoittaa auton ohjaamon kaikkien eri näyttöjen 

toimintoja ja sijoittelua, mutta myös lisälaitteita, kuten radiota, musiikkisoittimia, 

navigaattoria, vakionopeussäädintä ja ohjausavustajien hallintaa. Käsitettä on ehkä hankala 

ymmärtää, joten ajatelkaa, että puhumme kaikista kontrolleista ja näytöistä auton 

ohjaamossa, ja vain ratin ja polkimien käyttö jätetään huomiotta. Personalisoinnilla, toisin 

sanoen yksilöllistämisellä, tarkoitamme käyttöliittymän toimintojen, informaation määrän ja 

luonteen sekä ulkoasun muokkaamista sellaiseksi, että ne vastaavat paremmin käyttäjän 

tarpeita ja mieltymyksiä. Termit ovat hieman vieraan kuuloisia, mutta niiden käyttö 

puhekielessä on yleistynyt ja alan lehdistö käyttää niitä säännöllisesti artikkeleissaan. 

Pohjimmiltaan haluamme tutkia, kuinka hyvin ihmiset ovat valmiita hyväksymään ja ottamaan 

vastaan kuvailemamme uudenlaisen ratkaisun auton käyttöliittymäksi, jota he eivät ole 

aiemmin kokeneet tai nähneet. Pyydämme teitä tutustumaan ajatukseen personalisoitavasta 

käyttöliittymästä lukemalla alla olevan esittelyn ja vastaamaan kysymyksiin sen perusteella. 

 

Alla on havainnollistus perinteisen auton ohjaamosta ja yksi esimerkki informaationäyttöjen 

sijoittelusta. Käytännössä ohjaamon näyttöjen ja kontrollien personalisointi tapahtuisi 

muokkaamalla LCD –näyttöjä, jotka voisivat toimia samalla kosketusnäyttöinä ja jotka voitaisi 

sijoitella ohjaamoon kuvan mukaisesti. Tuulilasin alareunaan sijoittuva läpinäkyvä 

heijastusnäyttö olisi myös muokattavissa. Jopa säätönupit ja perinteiset napit olisivat 

muunneltavissa, sillä niiden tekstit ja kuvakkeet voitaisiin muuttaa elektronisesti. 

 

 

3.   Vuosimallin 2012 Volvo V60:n ohjaamo ja mahdolliset sijoituspaikat informaatio- ja viihdenäytöille 
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Kun vastaatte kysymyksiin, voitte sivuuttaa kokonaan mahdolliset käytännön ongelmat, kuten 

sen, kuinka selkeitä näytöt ovat kirkkaassa auringonpaisteessa, tai miten kosketusnäytöt 

toimivat hanskojen kanssa. Oletamme, että teknologia kehittyy nopeasti tulevaisuudessakin ja 

käytännön ongelmat ratkaistaan. Oletamme myös, että käyttöliittymän muokkaaminen on 

tehty mahdollisimman helpoksi ja vaivattomaksi, hieman samalla tavalla kuin älypuhelimissa, 

tietokoneissa ja täppäreissä (eli taulutietokoneissa). Lisäksi, kun asiakas ostaisi auton uutena, 

auton myyjä voisi tehdä tarvittavat muutokset asiakkaan mieltymysten ja toiveiden mukaan. 

Joustavalla, personalisoitavalla käyttöliittymällä on eräs huomattava etu: mahdollisuus 

päivittää sitä. Käyttöliittymän toimintoja voitaisiin muuttaa ja parantaa vuosia auton ostamisen 

jälkeen, esimerkiksi jotta se olisi yhteensopiva tulevaisuuden teknologioiden kanssa, kuten 

vaikkapa uudenlaisten musiikkisoitinten tai navigointiohjelmien. Myös käyttöliittymän 

käytettävyyttä ja arkkitehtuuria voitaisiin parantaa. Tämä uudistaminen voisi tapahtua 

esimerkiksi auton määräaikaishuollon yhteydessä. 

Alla on esimerkki siitä, miltä lähitulevaisuuden auton ohjaamo voisi näyttää. Vaikka yleinen 

ulkoasu onkin melko futuristinen, näyttöpaneelit ovat tämän päivän tekniikkaa ja siten helppo 

toteuttaa autoissa. Auton käyttöliittymän keskittäminen keskikonsolissa sijaitsevaan 

kosketusnäyttöön on tuttu toteutustapa useiden autonvalmistajien tuotanto- ja etenkin 

automessuilla esitettävistä konseptiautoista. 

 

 

4.   2012 Volvo Concept Universe -ohjaamo 

 

Seuraavalla sivulla esitämme kolme erilaista luonnosta auton personalisoitavasta 

käyttöliittymästä, jotta saisit paremman kuvan sen tarjoamista mahdollisuuksista ja eduista. 

Voitte sitten vastata kysymyksiin ajattelemalla näitä luonnoksia. 
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Luonnos yksi:    Personalisoitavat ajotilat 

Tämä luonnos perustuu erilaisiin ajotiloihin (toisin sanoen ajo-ohjelmiin), joista kuljettaja voi valita 

haluamansa sen perusteella, mitä hän on autollaan tekemässä. Eri ajotilat voivat esimerkiksi kattaa 

arkiajon töissä, matkustamisen ja urheilullisen ajelun. Kuljettaja voi tämän lisäksi muokata 

käyttöliittymää erikseen jokaisessa eri tilassa, joten kaikki tarpeet tulevat varmasti täytettyä. Esimerkkejä 

ajotiloista: 

 Arkiajotila jokapäiväiseen elämään 

- Navigaattori tuntee tavalliset työ- ja kauppamatkasi, kohteet ja työaikataulun ja osaa 

vihjata sinua ruuhkista ja muista hidasteista. Se laskee nopeimmat reitit ja arvioidut 

saapumisajat. 

 Matkustusajotila pitkiin matkoihin ja seikkailuun 

- Navigaattori näkyy isolla, keskeisellä näytöllä ja näyttää sinulle huoltoasemat, ravintolat ja 

sinulle mielenkiintoisimmat paikat ja kohteet. Kuljettaja voi kertoa navigaattorille, mistä 

aiheista on kiinnostunut. Esimerkiksi historiasta kiinnostuneet kuljettajat saavat 

navigaattorin kautta tietoa läheisistä historiallisista kohteista, kuten linnoista ja vanhoista 

rakennuksista, ja voivat kuunnella äänikirjan kaltaisia opastuksia niistä ajomatkan aikana. 

- Kuljettaja voi valita, millaisia reittejä navigaattori ehdottaa. Esimerkiksi 

polttoainetaloudellisimman tai nopeimman reitin, mutta myös sellaisia, joiden varrella on 

eniten mielenkiintoisia kohteita tai kauniita maisemia.  

 Urheilullinen ajotila radoille ja mutkateille 

- Kuljettaja valitsee näytöille itselleen tärkeimmät tiedot, esimerkiksi lisätietoa moottorin 

toiminnasta, kuten turbon ahtopaineesta ja öljyn lämpötilasta. Kierroslukumittarin voisi 

valita suurena hyvin näkyvälle paikalle ja niin edespäin. 

 Taloudellinen ECO-ajotila voisi opettaa sinua ajamaan taloudellisesti ja kohtelemaan moottoria ja 

kytkintä oikein. Kun tunnet omat ajotaitosi hyviksi, voit siirtyä käyttämään muita ajotiloja. 

Luonnos kaksi:    Kiinteät, muuttumattomat ajotilat 

Toinen luonnos esittää yksinkertaisen ja helppokäyttöisen vaihtoehdon niille, jotka eivät kaipaa parasta 

mahdollista suorituskykyä. Samanlainen ensimmäisen luonnoksen kanssa, mutta ilman muokattavuutta. 

Esimerkiksi navigaattori ei osaa näyttää juuri sinulle tärkeimpiä kohteita.  

 Näytöt ja kontrollit muuttuvat ajotilan mukaan suunnittelijoiden määräämällä tavalla, eikä niitä voi 

muokata. 

 Koska kuljettaja voi vain valita kulloinkin käytettävän ajotilan, tämä luonnos on helpoin käyttää. 

 Kyseinen idea ajotiloista on jossain määrin käytössä jo tuotantoautoissa. Esimerkiksi vuosimallin 

2012 Volvo V40:ssä on ratin takana mittariston paikalla LCD-näyttö, jossa mittarien informaatio, 

paikat ja väritys muuttuvat ajotilan mukaan. 

Luonnos kolme:    Yksi personalisoitava perusajotila 

Kolmas luonnos on periaatteessa vain yksi ajotila, jossa kuljettaja voi muunnella kaikkea. Samantapainen 

kuin ensimmäinen luonnos, mutta ilman jaottelua eri ajotiloihin. Tässä suhteessa tämä luonnos eroaa 

täysin edellisestä, luonnos nro kahdesta. On todennäköistä, että tilan puutteen vuoksi ja sekavuuden 

estämiseksi kuljettaja ei voi asettaa esille kaikkea haluamaansa tietoa ja säätimiä kaikkia 

käyttötarkoituksia varten. Tästä huolimatta tämän luonnoksen vahvuus on, että se voi olla huoleton 

kompromissi. 

 Käyttäjä tuntee omat yleisimmät käyttötarkoituksensa autolleen ja voi tehdä käyttöliittymästään 

lähes pysyvän. Jos tarvetta ilmenee, kuljettaja voi tehdä tarvittavat muutokset melko vaivattomasti. 

 Tämä luonnos muistuttaa periaatteeltaan esimerkiksi tietokoneiden ja älypuhelinten 

käyttöjärjestelmiä. 
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Muista, että edellä mainitut luonnokset ovat vain ehdotuksia, joiden tarkoitus on helpottaa 

sinua kuvittelemaan lähitulevaisuuden auton käyttöjärjestelmä ja personalisoinnin tarjoamat 

edut. Kun vastaat kysymyksiin, voit kuvitella personalisoitavan ohjaamon ja käyttöjärjestelmän 

edessäsi, jos se helpottaa sinua paremmin eläytymään uuteen tilanteeseen. 

Nyt siirrymme varsinaisiin kysymyksiin. 

 

 

 

“ILOJA VAI AHDISTUKSIA” 

 

1. Haluan kovasti nähdä, tekeekö uusi personalisoitava käyttöliittymä ajamisesta 

hauskempaa. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

2. Pidän ajatuksesta, että voisin muuttaa käyttöliittymän ulkoasua, koska se tekisi 

auton käytöstä miellyttävämpää. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

3. Jos voisin muuttaa käyttöliittymän ulkoasua vastaamaan paremmin omia 

mieltymyksiäni, olisi autoon helpompi kiintyä. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

4. Jos voisin päivittää käyttöliittymän toimintoja ja ulkoasua uudempiin vuosia 

auton ostamisen jälkeen, tuntuisi se uudemmalta, modernimmalta. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

5. Olen kiinnostunut mahdollisuuksista, joita uusi teknologia ylipäänsä tarjoaa 

auton ohjaamoon. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 
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6. Mielestäni autoissa voisi olla enemmän toimintoja ja ominaisuuksia kuin tänä 

päivänä. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

7. Olen yleensä luova ja oma-aloitteinen käyttäessäni tietokoneita. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

8. Pidän ajatuksesta, että voisin muuttaa näyttöjä, kontrolleja ja lisälaitteita 

haluamikseni, koska tuntisin hallitsevani paremmin auton toimintaa. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

9. Personalisoitavan käyttöliittymän mahdollistamat toiminnot ja ominaisuudet 

auttaisivat minua jokapäiväisessä auton käytössäni. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

10. Tietokoneet aiheuttavat minulle ahdistusta. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

11. Älypuhelimet aiheuttavat minulle ahdistusta. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

12. Kun käytän itselleni uutta autoa, radion ja muiden toimintojen opettelu on 

yleensä minulle hankalaa. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

13. Pelkään, että uusien toimintojen lisääminen auton ohjaamoon voisi tehdä siitä 

sekavan tai vaarantaa turvallisuutta. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 
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 “MINÄHÄN PYSTYN TÄHÄN” TAI “EN PYSTYKÄÄN TÄHÄN” 

 

14. Jos saisin apua kavereiltani, uskon, että personalisoitavan käyttöliittymän 

käyttö olisi minulle helppoa. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

15. Uskon, että voisin oppia käyttämään personalisoitavaa käyttöliittymää, jos joku 

näyttäisi minulle alkeet. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

16. Uskon, että voisin oppia käyttämään personalisoitavaa käyttöliittymää ihan 

yksikseni. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

17. Uskon, että personalisoitava käyttöliittymän käyttö vaatisi melko vähän 

henkistä ponnistelua. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

18. Uskon, että personalisoitava käyttöliittymä olisi minulle hämmentävä ja 

pelottava. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 
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“ENTÄPÄ NE KÄYTÄNNÖN HYÖDYT?” 

 

19. Jos minulla olisi autossani personalisoitava käyttöliittymä, työajoon käyttämäni 

aika lyhentyisi tai ainakin tuotteliaisuuteni kasvaisi autolla ajaessani. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

20. Personalisoitava käyttöliittymä auttaisi minua paremmin hyödyntämään auton 

lisälaitteita, kuten navigaattoria ja musiikkisoitinta. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

21. Personalisoitava käyttöliittymä auttaisi minua ajamaan liikenteessä paremmin 

ja turvallisemmin. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

22. Jos saisin muokattua auton kontrolleista, näytöistä ja lisälaitteista 

kokonaisuuden, joka vastaisi omia tarpeitani, olisi autoon helpompi kiintyä. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

23. Ne ihmiset, joiden mielipide on minulle tärkeä, ajattelisivat, että minun tulisi 

personalisoida autoni käyttöliittymä, jos minulla sellainen auto olisi. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

24. Pidän ajatuksesta, että voisin muuttaa käyttöliittymän ulkoasua, sillä se olisi 

minulle tapa ilmaista itseäni. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

25. Tuttavapiirissäni arvostetut henkilöt luultavasti personalisoisivat autonsa 

käyttöliittymän, jos heillä sellainen auto olisi. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 
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26. Personalisoitavan käyttöliittymän edut olisi helppo kuvailla ja selittää 

kavereilleni. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

27. Jos minulla olisi auto, jossa on personalisoitava käyttöliittymä, muokkaisin siitä 

sellaisen, että se täyttäisi tarpeeni ja mieltymykseni. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

28. Jos olisin ostamassa käytettyä autoa lähitulevaisuudessa, haluaisin ostaa 

sellaisen, jossa on päivitettävä ja personalisoitava käyttöliittymä, johon on 

liitetty joitain uusimpia toimintoja. 

Täysin eri mieltä          1          2          3          4          5          6          Täysin samaa mieltä 

 

29. Ostaessani uutta autoa, kuinka tärkeää olisi, että siinä on personalisoitava 

käyttöliittymä? 

Ei tärkeää   1          2          3          4          5          6               Erittäin tärkeää 

 

30. Jos minulla olisi auto, jossa olisi personalisoitava käyttöliittymä, mikä kolmesta 

alussa esitellystä luonnoksesta olisi sinulle mieluisin? 

 

X Luonnos yksi:    Personalisoitavat ajotilat 

X Luonnos kaksi:   Kiinteät, muuttumattomat ajotilat 

X Luonnos kolme:   Yksi personalisoitava perusajotila 
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Yleiset kysymykset teknologiasta 

 

1. Kuinka kiinnostunut olet teknologiasta yleensä? 

En ollenkaan        1          2          3          4          5          6       Erittäin kiinnostunut 

2. Kumpi on sinulle yleensä tärkeämpää jokapäiväisissä esineissä, kuten 

televisiossa ja kotiradiossa, niiden helppokäyttöisyys vai tekninen kyvykkyys? 

Helppokäyttöisyys       1          2          3          4          5          6      Tekninen kyvykkyys 

3. Käytätkö tai oletko käyttänyt alypuhelinta? Jos et, hyppää suoraan kysymykseen 

5. 

      X     Kyllä            X     En 

4. Minkä tyyppinen älypuhelin sinulla on? 

      X     Android           X     iPhone X     Symbian (Nokia) 

       X     Windows Phone           X     En ole varma / joku muu 

5. Pidätkö tai pitäisitkö älypuhelinten yleisestä joustavuudesta ja 

monipuolisuudesta? 

 En ollenkaan               1          2          3          4          5          6               Erittäin paljon  

6. Muokkaatko yleensä uuden älypuhelimesi tai tietokoneesi käyttöliittymää? 

 En ollenkaan               1          2          3          4          5          6               Lähes aina 

7.  Kuinka taitava ja pätevä olet tietokoneiden kanssa, ylipäänsä? 

 En ollenkaan               1          2          3          4          5          6               Erittäin pätevä 

 

Jos sinulla on kommentteja personalisoitavasta käyttöliittymästä 

tai tästä kyselystä, kirjoita mietteesi tähän: 

 

 

 

 

 

Suuri kiitos osallistumisestasi kyselyyn! 

 

Ole hyvä ja palauta täytetty lomake valvojalle / esimiehellesi. 
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Appendix C: 

Swedish translation of the survey questionnaire. Translation, Carl Jörgen Normark.  
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Användaracceptans av 
personaliserbara förargränssnitt i 
bil 
 

 

Del i det svenska forskningsprojektet EFESOS, drivet av Volvo Car Corporation 

 

ENKÄTUNDERSÖKNING 

 
 

 

 

 

Denna undersökning syftar till att ta reda på hur eventuella framtida bilförare skulle acceptera 

en bilkupé där föraren kan ändra gränssnittet, (displayerna, reglage och hjälpsystem), att 

bättre passa hans eller hennes behov. Den ökade mängden informationskällor, reglage och 

funktioner i en modern bil kräver nya sätt att strukturera och arrangera dessa mer effektivt. 

Personalisering av gränssnittet är ett sätt att uppnå detta. Dina svar kan hjälpa biltillverkarna 

att avgöra vilken väg de ska följa i den tekniska utvecklingen. 

 

Ort och datum         Testgrupp (LTU, Oulun yliopisto or Arizona 

Chemical Oy) 

 

____________________________        ______________________________ 

 

Enkätarrangör: 

Janne Mankila                janneman@paju.oulu.fi 

University of Oulu, work sciences and Luleå university of technology, innovation and design 
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Instruktioner 

Enkäterna kommer att behandlas anonymt och konfidentiellt. 

Vi ber dig att inte fråga efter andras åsikter när du fyller i enkäten, detta för att inte resultatet 

ska påverkas. 

Enkäten börjar med generella frågor om bilanvändande följt av en introduktion till 

personaliserbara förargränssnitt. Sedan kommer frågorna som ska besvaras. 

Sätt en cirkel över kryssen eller sifforna 1 till 6 i frågorna. Om du vill ändra ditt svar, stryk över 

det felaktiga svaret med ett horisontellt streck.  

 

 

Generella frågor 

1. Ålder:     ________ 

2. Kön:      X     Kvinna  X     Man 

3. Hur länge har du haft körkort? (0 om du inte har körkort) _________   år 

4. Hur mycket kör du i genomsnitt på en vecka? _________   km 

5. Vilket bilmärke har bilen du använder mest?

 _________________________ 

 Vilken modell?  

 _________________________ 

 Tillverkningsår (ungefärligt)?  

 _________________________ 
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Introduktion 

I enkäten används begreppet förargränssnitt vilket här syftar på funktionerna och placeringen 

av displayer och reglage i bilkupén, men också funktionen i system såsom farthållare, 

förarhjälpmedel, GPS-navigator och musikspelare. Grundläggande kör-relaterade kontroller 

och reglage såsom ratt, broms och gaspedal är dock inte inkluderade. Med personalisering 

menar vi anpassning eller individualisering, att förändra förargränssnittets funktion, innehåll 

eller distinkta kännetecken så att det blir mer relevant för föraren. 

I huvudsak försöker vi undersöka hur folk kommer att acceptera och godta denna nya typ av 

förargränssnitt som de flesta inte sett eller använt förut. Vi ber dig att bekanta dig med 

konceptet personaliserbart förargränssnitt genom att läsa de följande beskrivningarna och 

besvara frågorna med dessa i åtanke.  

I bilden nedan illustreras en konventionell bilkupé med några möjliga placeringar av 

informationsdisplayer. Att förflytta och konfigurera information och reglage sköts rent 

praktiskt via användandet av LCD-displayer som också kan användas som touch-skärmar. Den 

genomskinliga head-up displayen (HUD) på vindrutan är också konfigurerbar. Till och med 

generella knappar och vridreglage kan konfigureras genom att ändra text och ikoner 

elektroniskt. 

 

 

5.   2012 Volvo V60 kupé med möjliga placeringar av displayer för information eller underhållning 
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När du svarar på frågorna kan du bortse från de flesta praktiska problem som kan uppstå, 

såsom hur pass bra displayerna kommer att synas i direkt solljus eller hur touch-skärmarna 

fungerar om man använder handskar. Vi får anta att tekniken kommer att fortsätta att 

utvecklas i framtiden och att sådana praktiska problem kommer att lösas. Du kan också anta 

att konfigureringen av funktionerna och förändringen av förargränssnittet kommer att lösas så 

enkelt och intuitivt som möjligt, ungefär på samma sätt som sker idag på såväl smartphones 

som vanliga datorer med touch-skärm. Vid köpet av en ny bil kan vi också anta att 

leverantören kan ställa in förargränssnittet efter kundens önskemål.    

En annan fördel med ett flexibelt personaliserbart förargränssnitt är möjligheten att 

uppgradera systemet. Funktionerna i gränssnittet kan t.ex. förändras och förbättras i åratal 

efter att bilen var ny för att inrymma ny teknik. Användbarheten och systemets uppbyggnad 

kan förbättras och denna uppgradering kan ske under en vanlig service.  

Nedan finns ett exempel på hur en bilkupé kan komma att se ut i en nära framtid. Även om 

utseendet är ganska futuristiskt så är alla displayer och reglage av dagens teknik och därför 

enkla att implementera i en bil. Att centralisera bilens förargränssnitt till en touch-display i 

bilens mittkonsol har blivit vanligt förekommande hos många biltillverkare för både 

konceptbilar och serieproduktion. 

 

 

6.   2012 Volvo Concept Universe cockpit 

 

På nästa sida kommer vi att förklara tre olika koncept med personaliserbara förargränssnitt så 

att du får en bättre bild av möjliga fördelar och nytta som kan erbjudas. Du kan sedan svara på 

frågorna med dessa tre i åtanke. 
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Koncept ett:    Konfigurerbara lägen 

Detta koncept är baserat på olika konfigurerbara och adaptiva lägen som föraren kan välja mellan för att 

passa olika ändamål såsom pendling, längre resor och sportig körning. Kom ihåg att föraren kan förändra 

funktionerna och placeringen av displayer och reglage inom de olika lägena. Här följer några exempel: 

 Pendlingsläge för vardagsaktiviteter 

- GPS-navigatorn känner till dina vanliga rutter, resmål och arbetsschema och kan informera 

dig om bilköer eller andra hinder på vägen. Den beräknar den snabbaste vägen och 

beräknad ankomsttid. 

 Reseläge, allt från äventyr till avslappnade långresor 

- GPS-navigatorn visas på en stor skärm och visar intressanta platser som föraren kan vara 

intresserad av. T.ex. så får personer som är intresserade av historia se närliggande 

historiska platser såsom slott och gamla byggnader och kan även få lyssna på förinspelade 

ljudguider.  

- Föraren kan välja rutt mellan den med flest sevärda platser, natursköna vägar, bästa 

bränsleekonomi eller kortast restid. 

 Sportläge för bana och slingriga vägar 

- Föraren kan välja vilken information som visas och har möjlighet att välja till information 

om motorn, t.ex. turboladdtryck och oljetemperatur. 

 ECO läge som kan utbilda dig hur man kör grönt genom att hantera motor och hur man växlar 

bättre. När du känner dig säker på dina körkunskaper kan du sluta använda detta läge och 

koncentrera dig på de andra. 

Koncept två: Oföränderliga förinställda lägen  

Det andra konceptet representerar ett läge som är enkelt att använda för de som inte behöver den bästa 

prestandan. Detta liknar koncept ett, men har ingen möjlighet att konfigurera de olika lägena. T.ex. kan 

inte GPS-navigatorn visa intressanta platser andra än de generella som kan vara för intresse för alla.  

 Displayer och reglage förändras beroende på vilket läge man befinner sig i, men kan inte 

konfigureras utöver detta.  

 Det finns begränsat antal olika förinställda lägen och detta är det koncept som är enklast att 

använda sig av. 

 Detta koncept används redan i mindre grad i massproducerade bilar. T.ex. i 2012 års Volvo V40 kan 

displayen bakom ratten visa olika information och färgscheman beroende på vilket läge som är valt.  

Koncept tre:    Ett generellt personaliserbart läge  

Det tredje konceptet är i stort sett ett läge som är helt konfigurerbart. Likt det första konceptet men utan 

att separera informationen till olika lägen. Allt är personaliserbart. På det sättet är detta motsatsen till 

koncept två. Det är troligt att föraren inte kan ha all relevant information och reglage tillgängliga för alla 

möjliga körtillfällen på grund av platsbrist och risk för eventuell förvirring. Detta koncept kan ses som en 

bekymmersfri kompromiss.  

 Användaren vet hur denne använder sin bil och kan anpassa förargränssnittet till en halv-permanent 

kompromiss. Om behovet uppstår kan föraren göra nödvändiga förändringar relativt enkelt.  

 Detta läge kan jämföras med operativsystemen i de flesta datorer och smartphones. 

 

Kom ihåg att dessa tre bara är förslag som är utformade för att hjälpa dig att visualisera några av de möjliga 

fördelarna med personalisering. Försök att föreställa dig en personaliserbar instrumentpanel framför dig när 

du svarar på frågorna så du får en bättre förståelse och känsla för situationen. Hädanefter kommer själva 

frågorna. 
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“NÖJE ELLER FARHÅGOR” 

 

1. Jag är ivrig att se om ett nytt personaliserbart system gör körandet mer 

trivsamt/trevligare.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

2. Jag gillar idén att ändra utseendet och funktionen hos förargränssnittet för att 

det skulle göra bilkörningen trevligare. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6        Instämmer helt 

 

3. Om jag kunde ändra utseende och funktion hos displayer och reglage för att 

bättre passa min smak skulle det vara lättare att tycka om bilen.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

4. Om jag kunde uppgradera utseende och funktioner i gränssnittet till dagens 

standard i en några år gammal bil skulle den kännas mer modern.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

5. Jag är intresserad av möjligheterna som ny teknik ger i en bilkupé. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

6. Jag anser att bilar skulle kunna ha fler funktioner än de har idag 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

7. Jag är vanligtvis kreativ och spontan när jag använder datorer.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 
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8. Jag gillar idén med att förändra displayer, reglage och andra system så de 

passar mina behov för att det ger mig en känsla av kontroll över bilen. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

9. De nya funktioner som ett personaliserbart system ger skulle hjälpa mig i min 

vardagskörning.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

10. Jag får ångest av att använda datorer. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

11. Jag får ångest av att använda smartphones. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

12. När jag använder en obekant bil har jag generellt svårt att lära mig använda 

radio och alla andra funktioner.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

13. Jag är rädd att förarmiljön i en bil skulle bli osäker eller förvirrande om man 

lade till fler funktioner.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 
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“JAG KLARAR DET, ELLER JAG KLARAR INTE AV DET” 

 

14. Jag tror att det skulle vara enkelt för mig att använda och modifiera det 

personaliserbara systemet om jag fick hjälp av mina vänner.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

15. Jag tror jag skulle kunna lära mig det personaliserbara systemet om någon 

hjälpte mig igång med det.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

16. Jag tror jag skulle kunna lära mig att använda det personaliserbara systemet 

alldeles själv.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

17. Jag tror att det personaliserbara systemet skulle kräva en väldigt liten mental 

ansträngning.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

18. Jag tror att jag skulle uppfatta det personaliserbara systemet som förvirrande 

och skrämmande. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 
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“HUR ÄR DET MED DE PRAKTISKA FÖRDELARNA?” 

 

19. Med hjälp av ett personaliserbart system tror jag att tiden jag spenderar med 

att pendla eller köra i arbetet skulle minska, eller att åtminstone min 

produktivitet skulle öka medan jag kör.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

20. Ett personaliserbart system skulle bättre hjälpa mig att använda system såsom 

GPS-navigator och musikspelare. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

21. Ett personaliserbart system skulle hjälpa mig att köra bättre och säkrare i 

trafiken.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

22. Om jag kunde modifiera reglage, displayer och andra system till ett paket som 

är relevant för mina syften skulle det vara lättare att uppskatta bilen. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

23. Jag tror att folk vars åsikter är viktiga för mig tycker att jag borde använda det 

personaliserbara systemet, om jag hade en bil med de möjligheterna.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

24. Jag gillar idén med att ändra utseende och uppträdande på förargränssnittet 

för att det skulle vara ett sätt att utrycka mig själv på.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 
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25. Folk som jag ser upp till och respekterar i min sociala krets skulle förmodligen 

utnyttja möjligheten att personalisera förargränssnittet om de hade 

möjligheten. 

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

26. Det skulle vara enkelt att beskriva fördelarna med ett personaliserbart system 

för mina vänner och kollegor.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

27. Om jag hade en bil med ett personaliserbart förargränssnitt så skulle jag 

utnyttja möjligheten att modifiera det efter mina behov och önskemål.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

28. Om jag skulle köpa en begagnad bil i en nära framtid så skulle jag vilja köpa en 

som har ett uppgraderbart gränssnitt med några av de senaste funktionerna 

tillagda.  

Instämmer inte               1          2          3          4          5          6               Instämmer helt 

 

29. Vid köpet av en ny bil, hur viktigt skulle det vara med ett personaliserbart 

förargränssnitt. 

Inte viktigt                  1          2          3          4          5          6               Väldigt viktigt 

 

30. Om Du hade en bil med ett personaliserbart förargränssnitt, vilket av de tre 

tidigare beskrivna koncepten skulle Du föredra? 

 

X Koncept ett:    Konfigurerbara lägen  

X Koncept två:    Oföränderliga förinställda lägen 

X Koncept tre:    Ett generellt personaliserbart läge 
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Generella frågor om teknik 

 

1. Hur intresserad är du generellt av teknik? 

Inte alls         1          2          3          4          5          6             Väldigt intresserad 

2. Om du får välja mellan användbarhet och tekniska funktioner, vilket är viktigast 

för dig i en vardagsprodukt som tv eller radio? 

Användbarhet          1          2          3          4          5          6          Tekniska funktioner 

3. Använder du, eller har använt en smartphone? Om inte, gå till fråga 5.  

      X     Ja            X     Nej, gå till fråga 5. 

4. Vilken typ av smartphone har du? 

      X     Android           X     iPhone    X     Symbian (Nokia) 

       X     Windows Phone           X     Vet ej / annan 

5. Uppskattar du/tror du att du skulle uppskatta flexibiliteten och mångsidigheten 

hos en smartphone? 

 Inte alls               1          2          3          4          5          6               Ja, väldigt mycket 

6. Anpassar du vanligtvis gränssnittet i din nya smartphone eller dator till dina 

preferenser?  

 Inte alls               1          2          3          4          5          6               Nästan alltid 

7.  Hur kunnig /skicklig är du med att använda datorer i allmänhet? 

 Inte alls            1          2          3          4          5          6             Väldigt kunnig/skicklig 

 

Om du har ytterligare kommentarer på antingen de personaliserbara gränssnitten eller på 

enkäten, skriv då på detta utrymme eller baksidan: 

 

 

 

 

Tack för att du deltagit i denna studie! 

 

Var god lämna enkäten till de ansvariga. 


